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WOOSTER VOICE
Published by the Students of the College ofWooster

CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Suspicious person
Security has investigated the incident of an unidentified man
claiming to be from a pizza establishment who entered a Holden
dormitory room, asking if anyone
had ordered a pizza.
He was in fact from the pizza establishment, and was merely confirming an order. The pizza establishment in question recognized
the description that Security issued, and corrected the misunderstanding.
.

Dennisonwins student
research prant
Craig Dennison, a senior in the
Department of Spanish and Italian,
competed for and was awarded a
student research grant from the
Consortium for
Collaboration in African and Latin
American Studies (CICALS).
The grant allowed Craig to enresearch at the
gage in short-terLibrary
University
Michigan State
over winter break.
Denison was able to consult
firsthand resources pertinent to his
senior Independent Study thesis
which focuses on a current Latin
American issue, the impact of the
drug industry on Colombian culture. "Craig's adviser is Professor
Teresa Stojkov, of the Department
of Spanish and Italian.
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Complaints of high costs In
MARC OSGOODE SMITH
Staff Writer

,

us

SGA supports the notion that
smoking is a national concern. It
is not only airlines that are taking
stand on this issue, but campusa
main factor in determining book
all over the nation as well.
es
prices, however. Students are at
"YES" answers indicate that the
the mercy of a very competitive
wants a change towards
industry. The price fluctuations of student
"NO" indicates that
textbooks are passed down to the
consumer. "Book prices are going
complete results
out of sight," Runser states. The
price for textbooks that end up on
leader-in-residen- ce
the student's receipt is a 20
mark-u- p
from the cost to the
is re- bookstore. This mark-u- p
KARYNBAUMANN
quired to cover the costs of getting
in
Staff Writer
the bookstore
the books
through f light, and then the labor
On Thursday at 8 p.m. in
to put the m on the shelves.
But almost all other inventory, McGaw Chapel, SAB will be
including sweatshirts and other sponsoring "An Evening with Soma Sanchez Poetry and Its PerC.O.W. memorabilia has a 40
mark-ua standard retail price in- spective for African Americans."
Sanchez, known also as Sister
mark-u- p
on
This
crease.
inventory is supposed Sonia Sanchez, is a leading force
to offset the loss sustained on text- in the black consciousness mover
books. Mr. William Snoddy, the menL A graduate of Hunter ColVP. of Finance for C.O.W. com- lege in 1955, she has possessed
mented, "If the bookstore just sold many roles: those of an educator,
textbooks, then it would lose poetess, editor, and playright
As an educator, she helped engimoney." But Runser emphatically
the first black studies courses
neer
maintains that even with the markup, Wilson Bookstore's prices "are in this country. She has taught at
even or lower on many, many various institutions, such as The
items, compared to other (college) University of Pittsburgh, Rutgers
University, City College, Manhatsee Bookstore: page 7
tan Community College, and Am
non-smoki-

,

es

campus.
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At the beginning of every semester, a collective groan can be
heard coming from the Florence O.
Wilson Bookstore. Students wonder how, in the land of the $1.15
cheeseburger and $0.75 beer, textbooks and general educational supplies can cost so much. "Not everyone is 100 happy," says Ed
Runser, the manager of the bookstore.
The College of Wooster owns
and operates the bookstore. It is
not contracted out to an outside influence. In theory, this is supposed
to keep prices down because the
motive of profit is eliminated.
"The goal of the bookstore is to
break even," Runser stipulates. By
profit ele"breaking even," a
ment, or money remaining after all
operating costs have been paid, is
expected. The operating costs include: the cost of inventory, employee salaries and benefits, freight
and shipping, and lighting and
heating. The bookstore has all of
the same costs as a regular retail
operation, except rent
The cost of inventory is the
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He discussed the fact that Cambodia, which had followed the Buddtradition, was
hist
victimized by "North Vietnam and
the Communists who used Cam- YES
bodia." Pran pointed out that over
two to three million Cambodians
were killed, and he feels that even
when the Khmer Rouge came to
power, "no peace was ever felt
even after the war." He spoke of
the conditions under which he and
his people were forced to survive,
including frequent starvation, and
often separation of families. .
Pran expressed his gratitude to

As part of the College's continuing Great Decisions forum series, New York Times journalist
and photographer Dith Pran spoke
to a full audience at Freedlander
Theatre on Thursday, January
18th. Pran, a native of Cambodia,
is well known for his documentation of the occupation of Cambodia during the Vietnam war, which
resulted in his being the subject of
the movie The Killing Fields.
Pran introduced his lecture with
a brief history of Cambodia, describing it before the war as being
"a land of peace and neutral poli
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the respondent would prefer things
the remain the way they are.

Krishnan yenkatachalam.
for Student Affairs, said,
"students should take the initiative
in dealing with this question because whatever stand is ultimately
adopted by the College, it is the
student who is affected most.
Therefore, SGA is in the process
of drafting a smoking policy reflecting the results and general
Vice-Preside-

nt

concerns."

ng;

listed on page 8

Black
Sanchez lectures on her poetry
currently

p,

non-educatio-

nal

herst College. She is
teaching at Temple University.
She also received an honorary doctorate degree in the humanities
from Wilberforce College.

Some of her works include
Homecoming, We A Baddddd People, It's A New Day: Poems for

Young Brothas and Sisthus, A
Blues Book for Blue Black Magical Women, Sister Sonji, and A
Sun Lady for All Seasons. She is
currently working on a novel tided
After Saturday Night Comes Sunday.

A 9:30 reception in Lowry Center Pit will follow her evening lecture.'
Sanchez will be visiting classes
next Friday and will also be having lunch with interested students.
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Editorial:
Who defines a baby's cuteness?

Graffiti on the wall accents campus disrespect
MELFORD FERGUSON
Opinions Editor

Lowry. There is the African
word ujamaa which means
peace, and a message urging
I did not realize that there freedom of South Africans.
are so many opinionated indiA recognition of God and
viduals at the College of the fact that poverty exists in
Wooster, until I read the our world is shown. Also,
graffiti which has decked the there are many quotations
walls of Lowry Center.
which I believe are interestAlso, I feel that I am back in ing. Some of these quotakindercollege with all the tions are "Freedom is a road
huff and puff over wall seldom traveled by the multispace. Thus, I did not know tude," and "Fight the power"
that I am a part of a commu- to name a couple. However,
nity which has such a grave all of these empowering redisrespect for others.
marks and quotations are tarThere are some very em- nished by what I consider to
powering and interesting be low down and insulting
comments written on the light comments.
I do not believe that it is ne
brown drawing paper in

cessary for me to repeat any
of the comments in order to
adequately convey my message. What I have to say is
simple and clear. The remarks on the drawing paper
symbolize the disrespect that
we have for each other on
this campus, and it illustrates
our lack of understanding of

what freedom means.
Many of the statements on

the wall are about how individuals on this campus have
chosen to live their life, and
most of them I find inappro
priate for me. However, one
should know how to LIVE
see

Ferguson:

page 4

A couple of nights ago I was doing something I usually
I don't like to get depressed during the
try to avoid
evenings. I was watching the 11 o'clock news in a
friend's room. And as usual, the news depressed me that
night It wasn't any horrible slaying, or an American invasion into some foreign country, or poverty or drug addiction. No, but in some ways it stirred me up just as
much; right before the news ended, they covered the
"cute" story of Life naming the "cutest" baby in America.
Sure .enough, he was cute. They had live footage of him
laughing and throwing little blocks around it was wonderful. Yeah, right
I don't understand Life's reasoning. That baby was
cute, and male, and white. Now I have nothing against
white male babies; I was one once. What I've got something against is the notion that this one has been selected
as THE national cute' baby. I don't get it Why not pick
several babies? Why reinforce the stereotype that the only
babies in America that can be cute, that the only desirable
children in America are white boys? Like they own the
market on cuteness? Right
Telling parents that the best of all babies are white males
is like telling all the mothers and fathers who don't have
white male babies that they better start having more chil
dren, or on the off set chance that they aren't white, that
they better start adopting.
It s like I said, I m not against cuteness
but I guess I
do have something against cuteness that's prescribed onto
Americans
cuteness that only comes in one kind of
packagc- -a white male one.
WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE, Edhor-iicM-
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To the editor.
This letter is written in response
to the misrepresentation of school
policy, regarding purchasing, in
Lane Toensmeier's letter to die
tor. In the Jan. 19 issue of the
Voice, Mr. Toensmeier commented that "this policy leaves no room
for democracy. The administration
is clearly telling us, the students,
that we do not have the power to
control what products appear in
our own dining halls." I assert
that this statement is untrue.

Had Mr. Toensmeier read his
own letter, he would have noted
that there is a simple way to control what foods appear in the dining halls. I will try to let you, the
reader, figure it out before I tell
what it is.
Mr. Toensmeier stated that
"purchasing decisions are made on
the basis of product, price, quality,
availability and consumption."
The simplest way to change the
foods offered in the dining halls,
without changing the .policies
themselves, is simply to not eat
the foods you do not want served
or purchased.
If the campus
see

Letters:

page 4

The Wooster Voice is published weekly during the academic year except during examination periods by the students of the College of Wooster,

We welcome all typed, double-space- d
letters to the editor which do not
exceed 300 words. Letters must be received by 5 p.m. on the Tuesday
before publication. The editorial staff reserves the righ to edit andor
hold all submissions.
Editorials and opinion columns are the responsibility of the writers and
do not necessarily reflect the opinion of other members of the staff.
A one year subscription to The Wooster Voice costs $25, and a one
semester subscription costs $15. These prices include the cost of mailing. Subscription orders and other commentary may be addressed to
Attn: Editor. The Wooster Voice, P.O. Box 3187, The College of
Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691. (216)
ext. 2757.
263-200- 0,
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Commentary:

Copeland and
TERRY A. MILLER
Staff Writer

I

agree, "With diversity must come respect"

friends. There was no sense of remorse for their words, only what
could be perceived as
arrogance. This greatly saddened
and enraged me. I must ask the
people who wrote these comments, did you think of the repercussions of what you were writing
on mat wall? I think not
For the benefit of future reference, and for those who would not
have the opportunity to see the
comments to which I am referring,
I copied down a few of the more
heinous remarks. Such comments
to be seen included, but were by
no means limited to, "If God had
wanted 'faggots', he would have
created Adam and Steve, not Adam
and Eve," "God created AJLD.S,"
"If sex is a pain in the ass, then
you're doing it wrong," "It's 'fags'
that created AJ.D.S." The remarks did not stop there, but I do
not see the purpose in recanting
such ignorance. The point that
needs to be made is that, despite
self-satisfi- ed

Last week on the Art Wall at
Lowry Center, there was a graffiti
board on which people were invited to express their ideas, concerns,
etc. While this seemed to be a
good forum for political expression and a stress outlet, I was dismayed by some of the thoughts
that were expressed. It was insulting, frightening, and discouraging
to read what others on this campus
were thinking
or were not
thinking as the case may be. Generally, I am referring to the slanderous remarks made against the
homeless, and different minority
groups on our campus, such as the
Women's Resource Center, the
Women's Studies Department, African Americans, but more specifically to the remarks made against
the homosexual minority.
While I was reading the wall, I
had the misfortune to overhear
some of the people who had just
written these remarks, laugh, and
point the comments out to their

our

bombastic

claims

Speak Your
:r
--

,vv

'

.'

unrebuked.

There is still ignorant and subju-gativ-e
language which goes unchecked. We seem to accept slurs
and vernacular which are derogator-il- y
aimed at the homosexual minority or used in relative context
This, wall has served to solidify
and validate these assertions.

JMInd

Look at these comments. Are
these coming from the minds and
mouths of educated responsible
people? I think not
Words cut deep. Words wield
great power. We must use words
with care and responsibility. If we
have learned this lesson with respect to women and African Americans, then it is time to address homophobic slur. It is time to recognize that saying "fag," "dyke,"
and "queer" are just as off en-- "
sive as "nigger" or "bitch."
Some have said to me point
blank, "I have used these words in
the past and will continue to, as
everyone else does." I do not regard common usage as justification for these overtly homophobic
words. They are an insult to the
intelligence of both the speaker
and the listener. This is a simple
concept. Consider this the next
time you find yourself on the
brink of uttering such a word.
The problem at hand is not only
with our vernacular. Above all,
there is ignorance in our commit- -,
nity. This is evidenced by the

comments on the wall. Blaming ,
A.I.D.S. and related complexities
on the homosexual minority is
wrong. Scapegoating our social
problems is not the way to solve
them. For the information of the
person who wrote that inane comment, gays did not create A J.D.S.
To say otherwise only perpetuates
the myths and stereotypes that
help to spread A.LD.S. Get informed and do not misinform. We
(everyone) must tackle this problem before it tackles us. We must
respect each other enough to learn
from one another. (Respect is the
key word here.)

So, what is to be done? I believe that President Copeland said
it best in last week's "Voice" article entitled, "Choices in a New
Decade: A Conversation with the
President" He was quoted as saying, "Diversity is not enough.
With diversity must come respect"
This is an easy concept to
stands We live in a community,

seeWall: page 4

Pledge wnk started last weak." Pledge week can ba great
because the time can be used by pledge members to get to better
know other pledge members and actives. However, It can also be
very time consuming. As an active,
or pledge, how do
you feel about the process of pledging?
non-activ-

e,

VP'-

S
I

of

"celebrating diversity" here at
Wooster, ignorance and prejudice

are alive and well, as demonstrated
by this wall.
Last November, I wrote an article which asked that we as a community look at the ways in which
we perpetuate the oppression of
the homosexual minority and work
to end this discrimination. I noted
vehicles through which this is realized, the most common being
terminology and phraseology.
I said that minorities are all victims of terminology, but that we
as a college community have been
fairly successful in raising an
: awareness of the importance of
words and their implications with
respect to gender inclusivity and
rejection of racial slur. Despite
this awareness, there is still oppression through words that goes

'
'

.

?

V
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"As a pledge of Phi Sigma Alpha,
I have found that this time of
pledging has been very rewarding
by getting to know both my
pledge brothers and the actives of
Phi Sigma Alpha much better."
Tim Lyons "92 Pledge

it is good because it helps

"As an independent

"I think

But I would place my priorities

as well as the actives together. I
think that as long as it does not
interfere with the rest of the college community it is all right"
Nathaniel Elliott "90 Active.

I feel that it's "It seems to be very time contime consuming, but I feel that it suming for both the pledge and acshows the dedication of the pled- tives. Otherwise, I really do not
geetheir interest in their club. have much of an opinion."
with my academics."
Brian Grandison "92 Independent

Kris Downer "92 Independent

tl

7
v.

"I think that it is a good idea to
bring the pledges closer to the actives and it unifies us all. I think
that it is a good process. I am
looking forward to the new pledge
class."
Jennifer Shauf "92 Active.

4
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continued from page 3
and like it or not, the fact remains
that it is not a homogenous one.
Not all people in that community
fit into the W.A.S.P. heterosexual
mold.
With this in mind, we
have a responsibility to other
members of this community to respect and work to understand our
differences rather than oppress and
discriminate against each other for
our diversity.
Furthermore, I am frustrated that
people mindlessly say that Wooster "celebrates diversity." This
comment should be qualified.
Wooster celebrates selected diversities. Wooster may attempt to celebrate sexual, racial, religious, and
international diversity, but that's
as far as it goes. This does not en

compass all diversity. The homosexual minority is not celebrated.
To celebrate diversity, the faction
of diversity must first be recognized. In my estimation, the homosexual minority on the Wooster
campus is not recognized.
I substantiate this by asserting
the fact that there is no institutional policy that forbids discrimination against a person because of
their sexual orientation. There is
no concerted effort on the part of
the College to eradicate homophobic slur. There is no momentum in the institution to make
changes that would benefit the homosexual minority, such as a nondiscriminatory A.I.D.S. policy, or
adequate counselling facilities, (the
list goes on). This is translated as

saying, gays and lesbians are not
really a part of this community so
their interests are of no consequence. If this is a misconstrued
translation, I invite the institution
to clarify and rectify its position
on these matters.
The College of Wooster should,
by all means, continue to celebrate
diversity embracing all diversity.
I would suggest that the College
of Wooster take measures to ensure the protection of the homosexual minority in the areas mentioned above. I would invite the
College to open up a forum to
those concerned with such a
change. This would be an open
and honest attempt on the part of
the College to assess and deal with
this concern.

I would add that there is precedent for such change. As of the
23rd of February 1989, such institutions as Amherst, Carleton, Columbia U., Cornell U., Dartmouth, Duke U., Harvard, Ober-liPrinceton, Radcliffe, Rutgers,
Smith, Swarthmore, Tufts, Vas-sa- r,
Wesleyan, and Yale (to name
just a few) have policies which
forbid discrimination on the basis

n,

of sexual orientation (NGLTF
Newsletter March, 1989). Entering the 1990's, Wooster needs to
keep up with the times. It is a
time to recognize the unrecognized. It is a time to protect the
unprotected. It is a time to right
past wrongs. It is a time to be a
true embracing community that
celebrates all diversity.

Ferguson: Discussing graffiti
should have nothing to say about
who writes where. Finally, I beAND LET LIVE! This is what lieve that it is extremely juvenile
freedom is all about.
to make such a fuss over some paFurthermore, for those of you per. If some of you are so eager to
who have chosen to block your write, why not write for the Voice.
section of the drawing paper and We would be happy to have you.
claim ownership, I say to you that But remember, the profanity and
you did not buy the drawing paper, the below the belt insults will
or put it up. Therefore, you have to be left at home.

continued from page 2

Letters: Student appeals to campus to save Safewalk
continued from page 2
stopped eating Kellogg's cereals,
then the administration would
cease the purchasing of Kellogg's
cereals, as it is foolish to buy
foods that are not going to be eaten.
I do sincerely hope that Mr.
Toensmeier does some serious
thinking before he writes another
letter. I thank you for taking the
time to read this letter.

Sincerely,
Jeff Golds

Griffith scoffs at
Mitchell's column

Hendrickson angered
by student apathy
over Safewalk
Dear Editor

When the Safewalk program was
created here, I felt as if finally the
students were doing something
about the campus violence which
seems to have plagued COW. I
thought, wow, this wasn't just
some trivial, faddish campaign;
this was real action. I was impressed. Now, however, I have
been completely disillusioned with
the news that Safewalk is to be
cancelled because of lack of student
participation.

Safewalk has proven to be a
To the editor
This letter is directed toward C J.
Mitchell and his column in last
week's paper.

The Bengals finished in last
place this year after losing two
Super Bowls in this decade and the
Reds are the most underachieving
team in the last five years. Your
hero Pete Rose disgraced the city
of Cincinnati and you only dream
about a hometown professional
basketball team. However, this is
not reason to vent your frustrations out on Cleveland. Wake up
and smell the coffee.
Sincerely,
Tim "the Dawg" Griffith

meaningless fad and I am outraged

that the students are going to let it
just go down the tubes. During
last semester, Safewalk received an
average of three calls per night. It
is, therefore, inconceivable that
students would be heard to say that
Safewalk is useless and stupid because nobody used it. People did
use it. People claim that Safewalk
was underused. If only one person
was saved from attack, however,
then Safewalk was not underused.
I expect student apathy to be
high; I always have. It is almost a
platitude among active students to
say that students are apathetic. I
am surprised, however, that something as simple as Safewalk could

not find enough support to involve While ultimately the. library syssix people, for two hours each, tem will be available through the
every night. If the entire student campus network, which operates
body volunteered for Safewalk, out of the VAX in Academic
each student would only have to .Computing, we do not at this
serve once every two years. That point know what type of hardware
averages one hour per year. It does will be used by the library system
not sound like too much to ask itself.
for.

I call upon the campus community to revaluate the end of the
Safewalk program. If this program
ends it will be a damning indictment to the apathy and uncaring of
the students body. My god people, how tragic can we be?
Hoping for something better,
Mark Hendrickson

Curl clears up
misconceptions in
library article
Dear Editor,
I want to commend Julie Woos-le- y
for her good article (Jan. 19 issue) on library automation. There
are two things that need to be clarified, however. January 1991 is
the date by which we hope the library system will be in place and
available to users. There are many
factors which enter into the whole
process, and the actual date may be

later than that
Also, the heading for the continuation of the article, "VAX system
added to library" is misleading.

Sincerely yours,
Margo Warner Curl
Technical Services Librarian

Geary comments on
graffiti wall in
Lowry Center
Dear Editor,
If I had ever had cause to believe

that minority opinions are welcome at the College of Wooster,
the graffiti wall in Lowry Center
relieved me of my misconceptions.
The free interchange of ideas is
supposed to be basic to an institution of higher learning, though
few interchanges in our society are
truly free because many people
justifiably fear reactions to their
thoughts. Ideas that are other than
white, male. Christian, and heterosexual still receive hatred, disgust,
and very high, solid walls of ignorance from the majority. When
a medium for the interchange of
ideas becomes a showcase for racial and sexual hatred, I believe it
is time to rethink not only our use
of the medium, but also our deal

ings with racial and sexual issues.
The College has made a claim to
d.iwrcty at Wonstrr. but I question how the College expresses
that diversity. Does diversity
mean bringing students of different
colors and cultures together in order to assimilate them into a single culture; a culture that is predominantly Western, patriarchal,
and Christian? Why not use the
institution to empower individuals
so that cultures' alternative to the
main feel free to fully express
themselves? We need to learn to
value others and other cultures for
their individual beauty rather than
comparing and prioritizing. The
belief that mainstream-Americawhite, male, Christian culture is
somehow superior to Oriental, Afn,

rican, Latin American,

Afro-American...e-

tc.

cultures is just another extension of racism.
White, Western, Christian, and
patriarchal propaganda was written
all over the wall of Lowry Center,
from the proclamations against
Women's Studies to the blatant remarks of hatred towards homosexuals. Obviously, the College's
claim of "diversity" has not
reached everyone. I believe we all
need to reexamine how we express
diversity at Wooster and if our
claim of diversity is justified. I
don't believe it is.
Sincerely,
Adam Geary

Opinions
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Smoking is a health hazard for
tod:
Separating student rights from the health issue
non-smoke- rs

':

-

WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE
Editor-in-chi-

ef

Not a week goes by when I do not worry about my mom, who is a
chain smoker, and the ill effects that that smoke is having on her health.
I see the effects of smoking every day: in the raspy voices of my friends
who smoke, in the times when I am eating, and I have trouble breathing,
in the yellow stains on lamp shades and curtains and on the roof of my
car (which used to be my mother's), and on the constant barrage of cancer
patients who coincidentally (or not so coincidentally) also happen to
smoke. This concerns me as a friend and as a son. ' These people are
killing themselves.
But now it's more than that. They are killing others as well. An article put out by The New England Journal of Medicine points to a recent
study which shows that "evidence has been mounting that exposure to
small amounts of carbon monoxide in the atmosphere has physiologic
and clinical consequences, particularly for the cardiovascular system"
(November 23, 1989 issue).
The article goes on to say that "carboxyhemoglobin (blood contaminated with carbon monoxide), even at blood levels of 2 to 3 percent interferes with cardiovascular function in patients who already have a reduced
;.jv.
capacity to deliver oxygen to the heart."
Ultimately of even greater concern is that for "patients with coronary
artery disease, who cannot adequately increase their coronary blood flow,
-

f

rJ

i

J

i

m:

-

,

g
capacity of the Wood and in
even small reductions in the
could lead
carboxyhemoglobin
the partial pressure of oxygen produced by
in the
(pain
angina
to myocardial ischemia (heart failure), manifested by
heart caused by lack of oxygen)."
A 1990 text entitled Principles of Anatomy and Physiology states that
1 in 5 people who Teach 60 will have a heart attack and that 1 in 4 between the ages of 30 and 60 "have the potential to be stricken" with a
heart attack. The text also notes that it is "an epidemic" despite the fact
that mahy'of the causes are avoidable. Included in the causes of heart attacks are high blood cholesterol, cigarette smoking, and passive cigarette
oxygen-carryin-

'
'
inhalation."
".
Who
smoke, or
loved
ones
about
worrying
an
issue
of
just
it's
not
So,
around
smokers
discomfort
by
in
being
even
smoke,
or
good friends who
we all
Yes,
are
who
people
you. It's a health issue for
right
to
rights
is
the
those
one
yes,
of
have rights as individuals. And
the
have
now:
don't
smoke. But another issue is at hand
right to breathe clean air? Don't they, on some fundamental level, have
the right to make a choice which smokers, when they smoke around
aren't allowing them to make?
No, I don't want to see my friends smoke: But 1 also don't want to see
one of my friends die because someone else smokes." And moreover, I
don't particularly want heart trouble because I am around smokers.
Yes, we may be infringing on your right
That's not fair to
on our right to stay healthy, to breathe
infringing
you're
to smoke; but
living.
:
on
keep
clean air, and to
us:
smoke
notto
for
or
whether
choice
the
of
making
You're
"
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y

non-smoke- rs.

non-smoke-

rs

non-smoke- rs,

non-smoke- rs.
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Series Writer

Death toll rises in

Azerbei-ja-

n:

As the Azerbeijani Front
clashed with Soviet troops, the death
toll reached 93 (by Wednesday) in
the area. Gorbachev hasn't responded to the threat by the Parliament of
Azerbeijan, stating that it would secede from the Union if Soviet
troops didn't withdraw promptly.

Washington mayor, charged with drug usage, gives up
duties: Mayor Marion Barry turned over his duties to his associate
after appearing before a federal magistrate on a charge of using crack
cocaine.

Yugoslavia follows Eastern Europe: The Communist Party in
of SloYugoslavia is speculated to have fallen apart after the walk-out

vene delegates from the party conference. Analysts say that the failure
of the party to unite the different ethnic populations in the country was
the reason behind the collapse.
Approval of Bush hits 76 in poll: Aided with the recent successful invasion of Panama, Bush stood higher in public approval than
any president has at an equivalent time during his administration since
John F. Kennedy, a New York TimesCBS poll showed.
Japanese mayor who criticized former emperor is shot:
Mayor of NagazakL Hitoshi Motoshima, was shot by a gunman after
breaking a most sensitive taboo in Japan by saying that Emperor Hiro-hit- o
bore some responsibility for World War II.
White House clashes with Congress on China: Both Democrats and Republicans greeted the invitation by the administration to
support the President's handling of relations with China with a storm
of opposition. It is likely that Bush's veto of the law letting Chinese
students in the U.S. stay after graduation can be reversed.

Eastern Europe acts to get rid of security forces:

After

East Germany and Romania, Czechoslovakia announced that it would
dissolve the secret police and halt its domestic operations completely.
U.S. cuts back Quayle's trip to Latin America: Anxiety
among Latin American nations over the invasion of Panama has forced
the Bush administration to limit a diplomatic mission by Vice President Dan Quayle by postponing trips to Mexico and Venezuela.

Student who crippled computers nationwide

convicted

guilty: A graduate student who created a virus that crippled computer networks nationwide last summer was convicted guilty by a federal
jury, facing a possible penalty of up to five years in prison and a
$250,000 fine.
Compiled from The New York Times. January

18-2- 4,

1990.
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College policies conflict with
student boycott
Snoddy said that there is a purchasing
policy which is used for
Assistant Editor
the College in general. It states
"My concern about the Kellogg's that items for the college community are purchased based upon
issue is that it is not good management policy to have purchases product price, quality, availability,
directed by referendums," said and consumption. This policy is
Vice President of Financial Affairs put into effect for all purchases
William Snoddy.
made by the College and, according
semester,
members of
Late last
to Snoddy, "student preference
Apartis always considered when we purConcerned Students Against
heid (CSAA) and Students for chase items whether they be for
Peace through Action (SPA), held the residence halls, the bookstore,
a referendum to remove Kellogg's or food service."
from campus. Even though over
When asked why the results
from the referendum were not con60 of the students on food service contract voted nearly four to sidered when contemplating the acone to remove the product, Keltive removal of the Kellogg's prodlogg's cereals can still be found in ucts, Snoddy said, "referendums
Lowry and Kittredge dining halls may not always be consistent with
what the purchasing policy states,"
this semester.
SHIREEN BEHZADI

and "management makes decisions
on purchasing based on the College's purchasing policy." Snoddy
emphasized the point that "I don't
have a preference towards Kellogg's and I am not protecting Kellogg's, I am protecting a policy."
Tim Anderson, associate pastor
of Westminster and faculty advisor
for SPA, feels that "Snoddy is
clouding the issuenothing of
what he says refers to reality."
Anderson went on to say that
"Snoddy's job should be to find
new substitutes for the Kellogg's
products and not make the students
go hungry." Anderson said that he
did not really have a lot to do with '
what the students in charge of the
see

Kellogg's:

page 7

Wooster introduces new Mexico

program

City. Students will be able to visit the oldest program of its kind, and
such local sights as the Templo is responsible for inventing the
Mayor, the Diego Rivera Murals, homestay concept. Founded in
Starting jhjsuoirher, Wboster ". "at the National Palace, the Mu-- . 1932, The Experiment works to
students will be able to study in a seum of Anthropology, and a per- - promote international and
understanding.
formance of the Ballet Folklorico.
homestaystudy program in Pue-blThe cost of the program is
From there, students will travel
Mexico. This program was designed specifically for students north to Puebla, the eighth largest $2500 per student, which includes
who have not taken any upper-lev- el city in Mexico. There, they will tuition, room and board, and transSpanish classes and would stay with local families and attend portation within Mexico. Particidally classes in Spanish and Mexipants are expected to provide their
not be able to devote an entire se-.
direcexperiown transportation to Mexico.
can culture. Jim Citron, the
mester to a study abroad
Applications for the program are
tor of International Student Affairs
ence.
This intensive, total immersion and adjunct instructor of Spanish, available in the Office of Internaprogram includes daily language will be instructing these courses in tional Affairs in Babcock 107 and
conjunction with two local teachthe International Programs Office
and culture classes, guided excurin Kauke 233. The deadline for aphomestay ers.
k
sions, and a
The program is being conducted plications is February 15. For
with is Mexican Family.
The program, which runs from7 through the Experiment in Interna- more information, contact Jim CiJunel9-Jul- y
it
tional Living, a private,
31, starts with a four-da- y
tron, ext. 2074.
cultural orientation in Mexico organization. The Experiment is
JULIE WOOSLEY
News Editor
:

cross-cultur-

al

a,

five-wee-

Celebrate Chinese New Year
at

non-prof-

CHINA ROYAL
.205
Sl
W-Liber-

ty

p.m.
Eve)
Year's
New
(Friday,
26
January
January 27 (Saturday, New Year's Day)

Two Days Super Buffet 5

p.m.-1- 0

All You Can Eat
Roast Pig Seafood - Entrees And More

$8.95 per person

For Reservation Call

264-250- 7

After one year struggle, Safe walk

discontinues services
WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE
Editor-in-chi-ef

Safe walk discontinued services

yesterday.

The organization,

which started out of a concern for
student safety at night on campus,
had a different campus group work
each night at answering the Safe-waphone and accompanying
people to various destinations. At
the beginning of this semester,
four groups dropped out of the
Safewalk program, moving the remaining groups to decide to
lk

..

"discontinue services," said Sylvia
Young, Assistant Dean of Students and administrative coordinator of the Safewalk program.
Young went on to say that it
was also "a little frustrating for the
groups to have just two or three
people call" each night She also
said that with the addition of the
"foot patrols" out of the security
office, more calls for escort are
coming their way each night
Last semester the biggest night
of Safewalk was eight calls on
Sunday, October 1, but toward the

end of the semester the overall
week total was less than that
Young said that though she was
disappointed that Safewalk didn't
work out, she is glad that the student groups involved brought it to
a quick finish, rather than dragging
the inevitable out for a longer period of time. Safewalk started .last
January.

She was also quick to stress that
Security would continue to provide
escorts, and that students should
call extension 2590 for services.
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Kershaw chairs "social construction
of leadership" seminar
tives, such as sociology,, economics, classical studies and black
Staff Writer
studies to reach this goal.
The 1990 Leadership SympoFocusing on "the social consium, titled "The Stucture of Leadstruction of leadership," the Leadership Seminar is headed off towards ership," is also organized to aid the
a new season with IS students and students in the seminar and the
college community to see the role
11 instructors. Offered only during the spring semester of every of structure in leadership. The
year, the seminar aims to expose ) symposium will take place on
March 30 and 31 this year, bringthe students to a variety of leader
ing together a faculty member, a
ship styles.
Terry Kershaw, who is the chair journalist and a politician for a disof the seminar this year, says that, cussion of leadership.
An acquaintanceship during
the theme is to show students how
spring
break gives the seminar par"social construction gives shape to
a chance to see a real
ticipants
leadership styles, leaders and fol'
lowers." The seminar incorporates leader in action. Each student
spends 3 days with a different lead
a variety of departmental perspec
YALMAN ONARAN

er, witnessing the factors involved
in leadership. "Interaction with and
exposure to practical leadership" is
the purpose of the acquaintanceship, Kershaw said. He also stated
that appyling the knowledge
gained in class had to be applied to
real life in order to be useful.
The IS students are selected by
the chair and the coordinator of the
course towards the end of fall semester every year, based on an application process. Kershaw emphasized that it wasn't "an elitist
course," however, and they tried to
select a variety of students with
different backgrounds and opinions. The course is open to juniors
and seniors only.

Pran: Survivor stresses
importance of life
continued from page
'

1975-1979.-

referendum decided to do. "I encouraged them to act on their own
feelings."

At this point in time, according
to Anderson, SPA is trying to do
in order
some coallition-buildin- g
to get more people involved in
this issue. "If this is going to
succeed, we need to get all of the
organizations and professors and
staff on our side."
The issue of removing Kellogg's
products from this campus is not

continued from page

buy-bac-

k

ther, because the publishers could
print a new edition, outdating the
previous edition. This is the publisher's method of being able to
keep selling new books, and
hence, continually make money.
So Runser has offered to replace
a bulletin board that was prevkxw-r- y
located outside of the bookstore
in Lowry, but was mysteriously
removed by the previous director
of Lowry, that would serve as a ''
center for trading books1 that could
be used the next semester; It would
be a nttdia where students could
offer to sell their textbooks at a
price higher than the bookstores
would buy them back, yet buyers
could purchase the textbooks at a
price lower than. What the bookstore would sett them for.1'
Runser also went on to suggest-tha- t
the Voice offer a classified
section for die trading of books.
He also reiterated the importance
of receiving dependable class lists
so he would be able to order textbooks more efficiently, with less

1

bookstores."
Therefore, the college administration and the bookstore management claim that a 20 mark-u- p on
textbooks and a 40 mark-u- p on
inventalmost all
profit.
ory is needed to net a
That profit goes into the general
operating budget of the College.
The last time the bookstore reported a loss, though, was in 1985,
and that was due to renovation and
general improvement that contributed to a $6000.00 deficit
Other factors contribute to the
mark-u- p
on textbooks. An office
memo that listed the costs to the
bookstore of returning unsold textbooks was provided to The Voice.
The memo listed the value of unsold textbooks during the school
at $171,467.03.
year of 1988-198- 9
Runser calculated that the cost of
shipping the textbooks back to the
publishers for refund to be a total
of $8682.36. This loss can be diwaste.
rectly attributed to tardy andor inrebook
While Snoddy comments, "111
and
accurate class lists
exfaculty.
Runser
pot
it up to any other bookstore
quests from the
pressed his frustration at not being ' Ive seen," and Runser states, "The
20,'
able to have accurate and prdmpt', ;spKooi;
years!" The' stuaenf population
class lists to use for ordering textstill seems to disagree with these
books.
frusassessments.
his
expressed
also
Runser
- It should be noted that the Voice
probk
tration about the
k
is
worth
cannot confirm the figures providlem. A book's
based upon whether that specific ed in this article. Confirmation
was sought by requesting access to
book will be used in the next sethe financial audit of the bookstore
mester. Runser contends that apfor the last school year' (1988-1989- ).
proximately 9 out of 10 books
Snoddy strongly denied any
sold this semester will not be used
access to The Voice by stating that
next term. And if they are not going to be used the next semester, type of information is denied to
the public. It is only provided to
the tardy and inaccurate book lists
the College of Wooster's Board of
interfere even more with his objective of giving the best price that Trustees. As to why this is true,
he can for the book. He can't keep an answer was not given.
the books until next semester ei
non-educatio-

nal

1- -3

1

5

'

buy-bac-

buy-bac-

I?
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Dith Pran addresses a Wooster audience on his role in
the Vietnam War; Pran was the man behind the central
character in The Killing Fields.
(Photo by News Services)

Kellogg's: Anderson urges campus to
unite
continued from page 6

problems

Runser frustrated with

liaiVsed'Joir;

1

those attending the lecture and to
those who had watched The Killing Fields by saying, "I am very
glad that you want to understand.
The movie cannot show all of
what we went through, but the
Cambodian story has come to the
people around the world."
Despite the traumas which
Pran endured, he stressed his belief
that his faith and destiny made him
strong. " You have to believe that
life is strong...Your god has programmed your life already. I am
not a hero nor am I a politician. I
am a holocaust survivor from
".
Cambodia in

Bookstore:

new by any means. Students

product is being consumed by
of someone, that must mean that

ap-

proached Howard Raber, director

food service, last spring with the
idea of finding alternatives for Kellogg's products. Since then Raber
has looked into the issue and found
some alternatives for some products but not all.
The purchasing policy plays a
major role in this issue. Even
though students are saying, by referendum, that they do not want the
Kellogg's products in the dining
halls, they are still being eaten.
Snoddy said that as long as the

they still want it to be available.
"Very detailed records are kept,
concerning consumption of food,
through a computer system." He
said if the students stop eating
Kellogg's, it will be removed
without question, but until then he
said "I don't believe my managers
can be effective in their jobs if
they have to look to referendums
in order to see what they should be
buying."
.

The Publications Committee is now
accepting applications for:

VOICE EDOTOR
academic year.
for the 1990-199- 1
Editing andor newswriting experience ;
necessary. Any student wishing to apply
should send a resume and letter of Intent to

Nancy Grace

Publications Committee Chair, 129 A Kauke
by Monday, Feb. 12.

:
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Wooster students participate in Honor Festival SouP and Bread

revenues

KRISTIN FLACHSB ART
Assistant News Editor

The College of Woostcr's twentieth Recognition Banquet will be

held tonight at 6:30 p.m. at
Dining Hall. The speaker at
this prestigious event will be Dr.
Samuel F. Pickering Jr., the English professor who was the inspiration for the movie. Dead Poets'
Society.
Pickering received a BA from
The University of the South, a BA
and an MA from Cambridge University, and a PhD from Princeton.
All of his degrees are in English,
since Pickering claims "it's easier
that way."
The 47 year old professor has
taught in various countries including Jordan, Syria, and England.
He is currently at the University of
Connecticut, where he has been
teaching for 12 years.
Twenty-fiv- e
years ago, Pickering

taught for one year at the Montgomery-Bell
Academy in Nashville, Tennessee. There he inspired one of his students, Tom
Schulman, the screen-write- r
of

Kit-tred- ge

f

Pickering admits he had not seen
TRINA BROWN
the movie until this past fall. The
Staff Writer
English professor just recently
his former student, Mr. SchulThe Soup and Bread program has
man.
received a raise from 63 cents to
Pickering has published numer- 75 cents per meal. Last semester
ous books, many of which are colSoup and Bread made $2360.65.
lections of personal essays. His
"It might not seem like a lot per
most recent book is entitled May meal, but when 446 people are
Days, and a new book. Still Life, giving 75 cents a week, it's a lot,"
is to be released this spring.
said Meg Bryant, organizer for
The banquet at which Pickering Soup and Bread. The raise could
is to speak is for specially invited mean $500 more per semester if
students, as well as department 450 people sign up. So next year
chairs, local trustees, and local the program could make $1,000
prize donors.
more than in the past
The student guests include those
Only 297 people have signed up
who have received a cumulative to participate so far, but Soup and
3.8 GPA, have been named to Phi Bread must have 350 volunteers to
Beta Kappa during their junior begin.
year, have been named as one of
"It's not that big of a sacrifice,
the 1993 College Scholars, or who and it helps people. I hope that
have been chosen to receive special
awards or scholarships which will
be presented at the banquet.
re-m- et

.

Samuel F. Pickering

Jr.

Dead Poets' Society. Pickering
has gained recent recognition for
being the inspiration behind the
movie character, Mr. Keating, who
was played by Robin Williams.

increases

not only will we raise money for
those who need it, but we will
also raise consciousness in the college community," Bryant said.
"Compared to how some people
suffer every day, it's not that big
of a sacrifice," said Kathy Lech-ma- n
of Hunger House.
The money from last semester
was divided equally between Ox-faOxfam
and
helps with immediate relief and development, such as proper techniques for agriculture.
helps the needy wit food
and clothing.
This coming week there will be
sign-u- p
tables for students interested in Soup and Bread in both Lowry and Kittredge during lunch and
m

People-to-Peopl- e.

People-to-Peop-

le

dinner.

Listed below are the results of the poll on smoking on campus that SGA asked students to
participate in last semester.
The following question was asked: Listed below are several areas that are currently smoking areas. If you would like to see a change in their status to
or some comproindicate by checking the
mise such as a division of that area into smoking and
YES box. If you would like things to remain as they are, check the NO box.
non-smoki-

non-smoki-

ng

ng

There were 586 total responses.

Lowry Center
I. Entire Lowry Center
If no then
2. Mom's Truck Stop
3. T.V. Areas in Basement
4 . The Game Room
5 . Lowry Lounge Area
6. Entire Lowry Dining Area
7. Kittredge Dining Hall
Academic Buildings

8. All Academic Buildings

9. Entire P.E.C.
Residence Halls
10. All Residential Lounges
II. Only T.V. Lounges
12. Only Study Lounges
13. All Public Lounges

YES

NO

239

297

192
149
127
178

221
272

233
271
284
244
224
192

364
403

206
166

261
230
272
284

294
266
225
250

Armen Keteylan spoke on a variety of issues including
corruption in boxing and college sports. He also discussed drugs (including steroids) in sports today. Topics in his question and answer session centered around
contemporary sports issues such as high pro baseball
salaries and the comparison between Division I and Division ni sports. (Photo by Dan Stefaniuk)

in design?
Interested
Come

Has all the baseball,

open poetry readings at
Watch for
Luso House every other Wednesday at 9:30 p.m
On Tuesday, January 30, Luso House is
sponsoring a social for students who studied
abroad last semester from
7 to 9 p.m. in Lowry Room 119.

hockey, sports cards
and supplies!

Luso is also sponsoring a singing telegram
service from now until Valentine's Day. $2.50
for all occasions. Call extension 3951 or 3952

Come try us out Wednesdays,
Thursdays, 1:30 p.m.-- ?

Helen's Touch
of Class
football, basketball,

bi-mont- hly

for reservations and information.

join the layout staff of the Voice.
Flexible hours, good experience, and a
great resume stuffer.

No experience necessary.
7-- 9

p.m.

Feature
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nursery school gives students hands on
experience in working with

COW

The children of today are the
leaders of tomorrow. Various experts say the key to a bright future
for our country is a strong education instilled in today's children.
There are a number of Wooster
students who are taking on the role
of encouraging the respect of education in a group of Wooster chil-

a Swiss child psyJean Piaget,
chologist According to this theory, young children are not passive
recipients of knowledge. They actively construct their own knowledge of the world when they are
provided with a physical and social
environment that provide them
with materials, freedom, encouragement and time to explore and
experiment, to try out their own
ideas, and to learn from their own

dren.

successes and failures."

The College of Wooster has
been running a nursery school on
campus in Westminster House
since 1974. The nursery school is
under the sponsorship of the psychology department Each semester, over 50 Wooster students gain
insight into child and adolescent
behavior by participating in the
nursery school.
The college students get involved in the school through enrollment in Psychology 110
(Child and Adolescent Development), which requires the students
to work with the children two
hours a week to gain a hands-o- n
perspective. Also involved with
the the nursery school are numerous junior and senior I.S. students
who are researching children.
The nursery school, which is
fully licensed by the Ohio Department of Human Services, is directed by Lynn Akam of the psychology department Akam reports that
the school is "based on a philosophy of early childhood education,
which is derived primarily from

The ultimate purpose of the nursery school is, as Akam reports.
To provide an environment which
will promote the optimum intellectual, social, and physical development as well as the emotional
g
of the children."
Sophomore Kim Krebs was in
the Psychology 110 last semester,
and she still volunteers at the
school. She states, "This experience was a valuable part of the
class. It is easy to sit around and
talk about the various aspects of
children but you really don't understand the aspects until you spend
time with them and see for yourself. It's so much fun." Krebs is
considering pursuing early childhood development
1
Each class ranges from
children, with two regular teachers
and three to five student assistants.
The teachers are Director Lynn
Akam, Colleen Banks, Suzanne
Collins, Ruth Mackenzie, and Carol Stewart
The general program of the nursery school is divided into four

SARA SUTHERLAND
Staff Writer
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Lynn Akam, director of the College's nursery school, also teaches Psychology 110, a
coarse which involves College students in the nursery school.

parts: free play, group time, snack
time, and active play. Current
Psychology 110 student sophomore Jenny Montgomery, says,
"group time is my favorite time!
At this time the children can express their feelings and share their
thoughts. I'm really enjoying this
experience due to the fact that I've
never had the chance to be around
young children."
Another current nursery school
assistant first-yestudent Kathy
Wilson, states, "I enjoy the inno

18-2-

ar

cence in the children. They see
wonder in so many things that
adults totally miss."
Colleen Banks, a 1989 College
of Wooster graduate and teacher at
the nursery school, as well as the
director of Troyer House, states,
"working with children has always
been an
experience for
everyone involved. It's funny that
I am the teacher of the children,
because I am the one doing the
learning. Their feelings, honesty,
eye-openi-

ng

and observations are true to life
and applicable to everyday situations, and their small successes
have always put things in my life
back in perspective. When Robert
Fulghum wrote Everything I Ever
Needed To Know I Learned In Kindergarten, he wasn't kidding.
Twenty-tw- o
years later, it's stil!
true for me. I learn something
new every day: about myself,
about life, about children, and
about teaching."

Drake fills newly created Volunteer Network internship position
CORTTNEY MCCLELLAND
JStaff Writer

of communication between the

volunteer groups and try "to give
students the support they deserve."
According to Drake, the College
At the beginning of the spring
with
Wooster is one of the most acposition
of
semester, a new
academic institutions involved
Network
tive
The Wooster Volunteer
1987
volunteer
and community orin
was filled. Chris Drake, a
the country. We
in
was
hired ganizations
graduate of the College,
proud
of this and at the
as an intern to help students in the should be
Network. His position was created same time realize mat a paid posiby a grant provided by a private or- tion like Drake's will help expand
me efforts of the groups.
ganization.
Prior to Drake's arrival, the NetThe Network acts as an umbrella
work was run almost solely by
organization for all of the volunstaff memteer groups on campus. It consists students and full-tiof student volunteers who act as ber, Kathy Sabol. Though memproject heads for each organization. bers of the Network staff devoted a
Its main purpose is to open lines great deal of time to the College,
me

both college groups and communithere are approximately 40 volunteer groups on campus, all needing ty networks in order to familiarize
attention. As the Network intern, himself with their needs and ideas.
Drake assisted in many of the
Drake plans to relieve some of the
burden of the more tedious and same types of organizational activduties entailed in ities while volunteering for the
the Network format Among othPeace Corps. Immediately after
things,
will
er
he
collect the his graduation from Wooster he
names of all the students involved left for the Latin American country
in a volunteer organization in order of Belize. For two years he lived
in a Mayan Indian community of
to attract grants, help with publiciapproximately
300 people.
ty for the school, and facilitate the
assignment
primary
There, his
running of the Network. He also
was to train and assist elementary
hopes to attract more faculty inteachers. He taught adult educavolvement and support for the student groups. Drake also plans to tion classes for men and women
become involved at the "grass in math and English. However,
roots level," by volunteering with after he became familiar with the
time-consumi- ng

.

--

community and their needs, he
also helped with community
opment He utilized his organizational skills by acquiring funding
for a teacher's house and a water
system for the town.
Drake hopes to encourage more
students to become involved with
campus volunteer organizations.
He realizes that as students at a
liberal arts institution, we formulate ideas in response to our social
ideals. If there is not an attempt
to apply these theories under the :
guidance of an organization, we
may become frustrated and disillusioned when we enter the "real
world."

.
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Initiation weeks

focus campus

all

There can't be a definite
identity to our group

because we accept

every-

one on their own terms."

f

Oft

Julie Gutowski, Senior,
Crandall President
-

I

.

-

Photos for this spread were

"Clubs and i
campus arq t

"You can look every
person in the section in
the eye and know that he'd

help you out in a minute."

'"

... V1--

"

support sis
students, giriri
place where th

.

Paul Jacobus, Senior,
Sig President,
ISC President

Sylvia

V
W1

i

JULIE WOOSLEY
News Editor

"Clubs and sections on campus
are there as a support system for
students, giving people a place

or club," said sophomore Meghan
Howes, a member of the Peanuts.
"It's a wonderful experience, but I
have a social life separate from it,
so I get the best of both worlds."
For the last two weeks, pledges

where they belong and different

and actives have been filing around

so-

cial options," said Sylvia Young,
Assistant Dean of Students. "We
talk about diversity, and I mean,
that's a part of it Certain people
like to interact in different ways."
"I think it provides a great way
for people to interact with each
other. It's an education that you
can't get in a classroom, like how
to deal with people and situations," said Paul Jacobus, a senior
member and president of the Sigs.
"A lot of people have misconceptions about pledging a section

the campus in bright human
snakes, slipping silently across
dark streets, gathering for activities, wearing lettered sweatshirts,
and performing any number of unknown initiation rites as the clubs
and sections gear up for initiation
this weekend.
"Hell Week is to formally intro-

duce the members of the pledge
class to one another and to the actives," said Beta President Chris
Hyland. Unlike the other clubs and

Yc

Assistant Dean

sections, the Betas go through
only one week of pledging before
they are initiated.
Omega Brian McPhail agreed but
said that his section prefers to call
it Pledge Education Week. "It's a
chance for the pledges to learn
about the history of the group, to

takes the punishment"
"It's our hope that by the night
of initiation, the pledges will feel
like they're already members," said
Crandall president Julie Gutowski
Zeta Jane Major expressed her
definition more concisely. "They
are Hell Weeks!" she said.
Approximately 25 of the stubecome unified."
dent body at Wooster belongs to
"Initiation Weeks," said Meghan
Howes, "are to show the pledges one of the six local women's clubs
what it means to be a Pi Kappa-i- t's and seven local men's sections on
a priviledge."
the College of Wooster campus.
Kappa Chi member Erik Riebe These organizations fall under the
defines pledging as a chance for jurisdiction of the Inter-Sectipledges to come together as a Council (ISC), the Inter-Clu- b
group and learn to act as a unit. "I Council (ICQ, and the Greek Life
mean, if one pledge does somethCommittee (GLC).
ing wrong, the whole group gets,
According to Young, "ICC and
the blame and the whole group ISC are umbrella organizations of
on

the clubs and sections. They organize the rush calendar and help to
work through any problems. Their
goals include promoting unity
among the clubs and sections and a
positive Greek image."
"The Greek Life Committee educates people on what hazing is,"
said Paul Jacobus, president of
ISC. "There's a lot of misconception among students. Hazing includes psychological abuse or anything that done against the pledge's
will."
GLC was created from an earlier
initiation review committee, started by President Cope land. It is
broken down into two subcommittees, a review group for the proposals and a group for discussion of
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"We support each other

at

athletic events. If you
want to see school spirit,
we're the group."

XT

Erich Riebe, Sophomore,
Kappa Chi

problems and policies. Clubs and
sections submit pledging proposals to GLC for approval.
According to the Scot's Key,
hazing at the College of Wooster
is considered to be 'any portion of
the pledging andor initiation process, whether on campus or off,
which could cause discomfort,
pain, fright, disgrace, injury, or
which is personally degrading regardless of the intent or end result'
Ohio state law limits the defini- - .
tion to an act which 'causes or
creates a substantial risk of causing mental or physical harm to
any person,' and it legally prosecutable.
"We're not out to abolish initiation right now," said Sylvia

--

Young, "because if we put our
foot down, they'd just go underground. This way, it's open.
"We still cant control the behavior of any individuals at times that
power gets misused, but there have
been vast, vast improvements in
pledging traditions. When initiation is over, well discuss what's
happened. . . and deal with infractions of hazing policies. Judging
from the information I've received
this year, however, it's an improvement over last year."
"The worst part about pledging
don't understand
is that
it, and so they stereotype you,"
said new Beta active Charlie Gall.
"I joined the Betas because they
have a real sense of brotherhood
non-Gree- ks

that extends all over the world,
even after graduation. Fifteen
alumni came back for initiation
this year."
Fellow Beta Parker Thomas described the group as a "big family." "There's no set image," he,
said, "we're a diverse bunch of people." Jay Womack agreed. "There's
a true sense of brotherhood," he
said.

EKO Jennifer Belmont also emphasized diversity as important to
the group. "Our group accepts all
kinds of people, all kinds of beliefs. It gets a bad reputation, but
it really is an amazing experience."
"We're not a jock club," said
Zeta Jane Majors, "we're actually
very diverse. A support group, not

just a party group. Personally, I
enjoy it as a small, local club and
not a national sorority. I feel like I
know everyone pretty well."
"We're all athletes, but we're
also very involved in other campus
activities. We support each other
at campus athletic events.. If you
want to see school spirit, we're the
group," said Kappa Chi Erik
Riebe. "We're not jerks," he added.
"We're working to get rid of that
label."
"There

cant be a definitive identity to our group because we accept everyone on their own terms,
and this influx means that the
group is constantly changing,"
said Crandall Julie Gutowski.
"Because we're a co-e- d group, we

offer a type of group friendship
that the other clubs cant."
"I joined Pi Kappa because I felt
that they were a close group of
friends that I could always count
on, but also a group of individuals
. that dont always have to be together to be friends," said pledge
Christy Quigley.
"I think most people join
because they have friends
there or meet people they like,"
said Omega Brian McPhaiL "It's
about meeting individuals.",
"I feel that we have a very close-kn- it
group of people," said Sig
Paul Jacobus. "You can look every
person in the section in the eye
and know that he'd help you out in
a minute."
sec-tio- ns

ArtsMusic
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Review:

Two centuries of organ music

O'Grady .S. captivates

performed at faculty recital

Master of Music degree at Boston
University. While on sabbatical
leave from Wooster in 1982-8Russell pursued advanced studies
in organ and choral music at Clare
and King's Colleges, Cambridge
University, in England.
His numerous performances in3,

.

The College of Wooster will
present a Faculty Recital in
McGaw Chapel, Friday, January
26, at 8:30 p.m. John Russell,
Professor of Music, will perform
"Nineteenth and Twentieth Centu-i- y
Organ Music from Germany and
I ranee."
The concert will feature
such composers as
by
works
Hindemith, Franck, Alain, and
Widor; all large contributors to organ music of their time.
Professor Russell has a well
trained and well cultured history in
his performance of the organ.
After years of playing and study-in- g
both piano and organ, he enrolled at the Obcrlin College Conservatory of Music. In his junior
year at the Conservatory, he spent
lime studying in Austria and
played harpsichord and sang with
the Oberlin College Choir in the
Soviet Union. He recieved his

clude Middlcburg College, Kenyon

College. Harvard University, and
Clare College.
Professor Russell is a member
of the Cleveland Chapter of the
American Guild of Organists
where he has served as judge in
their organ playing competitions
on a number of occassions. Recently, he was elected as a delegate
to the International Congress of
Organists. He is presently the
musical director of the Wooster
Chorus and the Wooster Choral
Union.
The concert is open to the public
as well as to all students and faculty of the College of Wooster.

Wooster students participate
in Honor Festival

study

James Wallace on Clarinet, Tim
McCoul and John Puster on Trumpet, Anne Lewellen on Euphonium, and Jennifer Belmont on PerOn Saturday, January 20, and
cussion. The band performed piecSunday, January 21, the College
es by composers such as Claude
of Wooster was honored when 15 T.Smith, Vittorio Giannini,
students from the College of Charles Ives, Rocky Reuter and
Wooster Orchestra and Symphonic
Students from
Douglas NotL
Band participated in the 1990 Honprivate area
participating
the 15
ors Festival presented by The Ohio
and then
nominated,
colleges are
Private College and Instrumental
particiof
committee
a
Association chosen by
Conductors
directors
directors. The
(OJU.C.C.A.). The concert was patingthe participating schools each
from
held at Muskingum College.
rehearse and conduct a piece for an
Seven students from the College
Honors Ensemble. O.P.C.I.C.A.
of Wooster participated in the was conceived by Dr. Ken
O.P.CJ.C.A. Honors Orchestra on
who at that time was from
Saturday. The students were Ouerbein College and Dr. William
Charles Hann, Jean Lester, and Schlacks, chair of the department
Jasper Oliver on Violin I, Laura
of music at Muskingum College.
Miller, and William Slechta on
It was conceived in order to proViolin IL Laura Pass on Viola,
g
of instrumenmote the
and Ann Scherzer on Bass. The tal music programs at private inOrchestra performed pieces by Wil- stitutions of higher education.
liam Boyce, Gustav Hoist, Wolf- The Honors Festival became a regang Mozart, and Benjamin Britality in 1988 at Capital Universiten.
the second festival was held
Students participating in the ty, and
at the College of Wooster in
Honors Band were Kim McCoul here
1989 with Professor Nancy Ditmer
on flute, Laura Schouha on Oboe,
as host
Kathryn Anderson on Bassoon,
Kles-zyns-

ki,

gether.

production

"Daughters of Eve" or "Leaving
the Garden & Liking It" is an original and captivating play which
features materials written by modern female authors. Along with
such famous authors as Alice
Walker and Anne Sexton, O'Grady
features work by Nikki Giovanni
who was a featured speaker in the
first- - year seminar program in the

Not to be left out, Eve, played
by sophomore Julie Blosser, did an
excellent job in her monologues
taken from Louise DeSalvo and

tions were run by the Federal
Theatre Project and were usually
extremely controversial.
O'Grady stated that the purpose
of this production was to take advantage of showing the woman's
perspective on the idea of human
perfection. O'Grady summed up
her ideas neatly in her director's
v

fall.

Shoolroy Theatre provides a
cozy atmosphere for O'Grady's production. The set is very simple,

with only a few chairs on a
stage. A black backdrop,
used
was
for a
which
slide presentation, was incorporated as a supporting role in the production. Besides directing the
play, O'Grady also was in charge
of set, sound, slide, and poster design.
The slide presentation was used
well and did not distract the audience from the actresses on stage.
It emphasized the material and added a new, entertaining, and fresh
taste to the stage. O'Grady also
successfully utilized the the
stage in order for her actresses to do quick and simple costume changes while one of the
other characters was doing a monologue. This saved time and allowed the scenes to flow smoothly
from one to the other.
The cast was small, with only
five women, but was effective
nonetheless. Phoebe, played by
senior Tyra Grier, was by far the
character which dominated the
stage with the truest and most sincere emotion. Although overacted
at times, Esther, played by first-yeJenny McCreight, was a
strong anchor in the success of the
continual movement of the scenes.
One of the best scenes in the
bi-leve-

led

Two students work through a dress rehearsal for Katie
O'Grady's I.S. play which began yesterday. (Photo by
News Services)

Alice Walker. Magdalen, played by notes when she said, "I wanted to
sophomore Jocelin Malone, did make use of the media's forces of
manipulation, yet speak through
not appear to have the stage confiHowthe words of real women..."
dence of her fellow actresses.
Through her studies, O'Grady disever, she did have her good mocovered that the Bible linked womments.
Overall, the play is a collection en to imperfection. Her producof excerpts which cover various tion goes against this idea because
humorous and serious aspects of she also states that "We are all offyoung girls and women growing shoots of this daring mythical
woman (Eve) who bit into life
up in today's world.
O'Grady first started working on with, I believe, full understanding
of the pain and joy she would gain
the production in May 1989. Actual work with the actresses began from the taste."
shortly before Thanksgiving. DurAfter graduating in May,
ing this time, O'Grady said she had O'Grady plans to go on to graduate
a big turnover in cast Only two of school at the University of Washthe original actresses were mem- - ington to study directing.
' bers
For almost a year, O'Grady has
of the original cast.
O'Grady first got the idea to do a worked long and hard on this proproduction with slides from a type duction and all her efforts have truof theatre production that was done ly payed off. "Daughters of Eve-i- s
probably one of the better pro-- .
in the 1930's called Living Newspaper. These productions were put duetions this campus has or will
sec this school year. Curtain time
on by the Works Process AdminisEsther
was
between
play
tonight and Saturday night is at
on
tration
concentrated
by
and
Theatre
played
Ruth,
(McCreight) and
interwere
8:15.
particular
of
issues
that
This
senior Donnette Fisher.
producpublic.
the
These
est
Gio
to
Nikki
scene was taken from
bi-leve-

ALISSAKULOW
ArtsMusic Editor

well-bein-

Kathleen O'Grady's senior inde-

pendent

audiences

vanni's Her Cruising Car. A Portrait of Two Small Town Girls, in
which two friends talk about each
other and how they grew up to-

SHIREEN BEHZADI

Assistant Editor
SHAWN PERRY
Staff Writer
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How common is abuse in

U7

RAFFEE

intimate relationships?

The abuse may be physical (pushing, hitting),
psychological (threats, intimidation) or sexual
(forced sex). If you have experienced abuse in
either past or current intimate relationships I
would appreciate your anonymous responses to
a questionnaire designed for my senior LS.
Please send your box number to Sable Olindo,
before January 28.
Box
C-24- 19

HAU5

Sunday-Thursda-

y

With College ID
2730 Cleveland Rd.,Wooster OH
345-741-

7

ArtsMusic
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Reggae band Satta plays on Saturday

Kola brings comedy

show to Wooster
KATIE JONES

StaffWriter
Currently on a national college
tour, nationally-know- n
comedian
Joey Kola will Jbring his show to
Wooster.
If you have a family, Joey Kola
is guaranteed to have you rolling
with laughter as he reminds you
that some of the funniest times
happen at home. Kola has received excellent reviews for his
unique look at family life and his
y
shows. Drawing his
humor from funny occurrences that
relate to all families, Kola creates
a lineup of crazy yet familiar char- high-energ-
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acters in his jokes. For example,
he talks about crazy uncles and
beach bum cousins, junior's first
date and sister learning to drive.
Kola studied comic improvisation with Second City alumnus
Martin Harvey Friedberg and also
has theatre experience in plays by
Shakespeare, Tom Stoppard, and
Elaine May. He is an
performer and it is not surprising
that he is currently the favorite
headliner at two of New York
City's most popular clubs:
and Caroline's.
The show will be Wednesday,
January 31 at 10 p.m. at The
all-arou- nd

Dan-gerfiel-

MASANKHO K. BANDA

The group is based in Cleveland,

StaffWriter

where they play at a variety of
nightclubs. Their main musical affiliation is reggae, which they play
almost exclusively. They sometimes add a bit of funk to their repertoire. The six members of the
group are all very talented musicians and they have a stage presence that is both scintillating and
professional. They play a lot of
their own compositions and in addition they play music made popular by reggae greats like Bob

If you are a senior or a junior,
you are probably wondering
whether the word Satta is synonya.
mous with Wooster or
They are the most popular band
that visits this campus. They have
played here every year for quite a
number of years now. Well, they
are coming to the campus once
again and anticipation is at fever
pitch.
vice-vers-

Marley, Peter Tosh, Steel Pulse,
Jimmy Cliff, Yellowman and others.'
They are playing at The Underground from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m..
As usual, they always attract a
very large crowd,, so unless you
like to spend hours standing in
line, get there early. The Underground has a great new look, so
even if you are not into dancing,
listening to the music in the new
atmosphere would also be a very
J

satisfying experience.

d's

(:

Symphonic band highlights
Wayne County Honors
AL1SSA KULOW

ArtsMusic Editor
On Sunday, January 28, the College of Wooster .Scot Symphonic
Band will headline the Wayne
County Honors Band concert in
McGaw Chapel. The concert will
begin at 2:30 p.m. and be over in
time for the Superbowl.
The Wayne County Honors Band
has occurred anually for many
years, and has been on the College
of Wooster campus for five consecutive years. The Honors Band
consists of select high school students from the seven high schools
in the Wayne County school system, including Waynedale, Triway,
Northwestern, Norwayne, Chippewa, Dalton, and Green Local
(Smithville). The Honors Band

In

will be performing His Honor by
Henry Fillmore, Norwegian Rhapsody by Clare Grundmen, Sea
Songs by Ralph Vaughn Williams
and Anthem for Winds and Percussion by Claude T. Smith. Seventy students have been chosen to
participate in this conceit.
The 76 member Scot Band will
open the concert. Directed by Professor Nancy Ditmer, the band will
play the George Washington Bicentennial March, a traditional
Sousa march, as well as A Song
of the Sea by Rex Mitchell, First
by Gustav Hoist
Suite in
and Esprit de Corps by Robert Jag-e-r,
who will be the Scot Band's
guest conductor later in the season.
Admission is free of charge.
E-Fl-

h

It

at

and Around Wooster...

Arts and Music In the Area

Information compiled by Alissa Kulow. ArtsMusic Editor.
ART SALE: The Wayne Center for the Arts invites you to a
Gigantic Art Sale! This art sale will take place January 22 through
February 10 at the Gallery Shop.

OPERA: George Gershwin's
"Porgy and Bess" will be broadcast live from the stage of die Metropolitan Opera on Saturday. January 27 at 1:30 pm. This can be
heard over WCWS, the College of Wooster's Radio Station.

TEXACO-METROPQLITA- N

V

J

Satta will grace The Underground with its presence this weekend.
Wooster experiences have been met with enthusiasm.

Their previous

Feature-
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Underground hosts variety of
activities for the weekend
SARA SUTHERLAND
Staff Writer

events!

Also new at the Underground is
a large food and beverage menu.
The food at the Underground has
been offered only this semester.
Bill Sudduth, administrator for the
Underground, reports mat the food
license issued is a limited menu

This means that

pre-

packaged, microwavable food will
be served. The menu consists of
burritos, small pepperoni or supreme pizzas, large cheese pizzas,
eggrolls. chicken noodle soup,
small bags of potato chips and
pretzels, and baskets of popcorn.
The beverages include Budweiser
and Bud Light, Pepsi, Dr. Pepper,
Slice, Diet Pepsi, coffee, tea.

LD.-holdi- ng

Today's Trend Setters
115 N. Grant Street
264-120- 2

Shampoo, Haircut, and Blowdry
for only

$8.00
Offer good until February 28

EMILY SILVERMAN
Staff Writer
"Students sometimes ask chal- lenging and pertinent questions; it
keeps your mind alert and . . . my
colleagues are great fun to teach
with," says Professor Daniel Calhoun of the history department,
who has been teaching at the College since 1956.
Originally from Bridgeport,
Connecticut, Calhoun has worked '
for a newspaper and for the Cen- tral Intelligence Agency. After receiving his degrees from Williams
College and University of Chicago, he wanted to teach at a small, .
coeducational, liberal arts college
in a small town, and came to
Wooster. He chose Wooster for
these qualities and because the history department was "strong when
I came here, and it's been strong
ever since."
The main focus of Calhoun's
work and teaching is mainly Russia, as well as England. He has
written articles and book reviews,
and his first book was on the effort
to penetrate the British labor union. His teaching tasks have included Western Civilization classes
and "lotsofl.S."
When asked about his favorite
class to teach. Dr. Calhoun compares this question to that of
which child a parent loves best,
and states that, "each class has its
I wouldn't
own personality
want any class to be the same
year after year, then it would be no

...... ;.

,

.......

:

;

...

fun."

Teaching is only one of the

...-

for

Free Delivery
at

China Royal

many facets of Calhoun's life. He
says he is a good cook ("you
should smell the chili I've got
cooking at home") and enjoys
jogging, tennis, and summers on
the coast of Maine.
On the relationships between
students and faculty members, Cal

m.

07

(Exclusively for
College of Wooster students)

houn feels that "faculty and students sometimes tend to be afraid
of each other; categorize each other
we don't give each other a
chance," but "faculty and students
make contact in terms of a subject,
which can lead to lifelong friendships."

...

Shull addresses "winter brans"
tion, but it is extremely uncomfortable while it lasts.
Dreary, cold, damp weather with
the
absence of light seems to depsychologist,
clinical
Shull is a
press
human beings. (To be hapservices.
student health
Ohio's winters, you need to
snapping
py
in
yourself
at
you
find
Do
gray your favorite color!)
were
you
wishing
make
roommate,
your
slump, the feelrunning
out
The
break,
on
still home
the end of the
and
spring
ing
generally
that
work,
of motivation for
too far away,
much
are
anything,
semester
unexcited about much of
comes
which
fever"
you
"cabin
people
the
bored with most of the
up in
shut
much
one
is
too
know, tired of the social rut you're when
excercse
lack
of
in, totally frustrated with Ohio's the dorm, a
all contribute to the winter
gray weather? If you can say "yes"
to most or all of these questions, doldrums. Spending too much
you are probably a sufferer of the time doing the same things with
the same people may cause rest"winter blahs."
lessness, boredom and depression.
It's not usually a serious condi
post-holid-

Restaurant

-

Dan Calhoun, professor of history
(Photo by Mike Pepper)

BETTY SHULL
Guest Writer

Hot Delicious
Chinese Food

Every Sunday 6 p.m.-llp.For Free Delivery
Call 264-25-

Faculty profile:
Calhoun still excited about teaching, even
though he's been here over 30 years

non-alcoho- lic

The Underground appears to be
the exciting place to be this weekend. Friday, the Underground will
feature a progressive music D J.
night from 10 pjn.- - 2 a.m.. Saturday night at the Underground,
the reggae band SATTA will go
on stage from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m..
Both nights are must-atten- d

one.

White Mountain Coolers (citrus
Suncooler malt),
dance sparkling water, and a variety of imported beer (depending
upon what is in stock).
To be admitted into the Underground, a student must have a valid I.D. If a guest wants to be admitted, he or she must have a driver's license, as well as be accompaWooster
nied by an
student The alcohol policy is that
only students possessing blue IX).
cards may drink alcoholic beverages. If an underage student is
caught drinking, or if a supplying
student is caught, their LD.'s will
be given to the director of Lowry
Center. The student will be required to meet with the director to
retrieve the I.D. On the second offense, further action will be taken.:
The Underground is available for
private parties. If you are interested in reserving the Underground;
you may get more information and
an application from Nancy Musser
in the Lowry director's office or
from Bill Sudduth in his office by
Scot Lanes.
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What can we do about it? First,
make a diagnosis "I have the Winter Blahs." Next, assess your life
if you have indeed gotten into a rut
in various ways, look at what you
might do differently. A few suggestions: study in a new place,
make an effort to talk to some
people you only say "hi" to in
passing, make a new friend, eat
with someone different on occasion, sign up for a Lowry Center
Short Course and learn something
new. Do something different with
your friends. Go to a play. Read
a book for fun. Listen to a new
see

Shull:
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The politics of food service propoganda:
Gelatin as a metaphor for the subjugation of women
I don't usually involve myself
in things occurring in the public

players are the new gladiators of
our modern technological age.
The sport itself is playing upon
this meaning and, by doing so, is
in fact propagating a need in our
culture for people to realease their
frustrations in physical violence,
either personally or by proxy.
Football is certainly also a metaphor for war, much as games such
as chess are. It is a game based on

zation or abstract concept which is
in some way larger than themselves. Sports fans have, I be- lieve, in many cases turned to the
following of football as a sort of
civil religion or subpatriotic fervor
in which they can symbolically
support or verify their beliefs in
traditional American values which
may seem to have little validity or
may be difficult to apply in the

sphere on this campus, but the
last few days, while eating at
Lowry center, I've happened upon
something which has caught my
interest Perhaps some of you
have noticed the Cleveland Browns
advertisements being sported by
many of our food service employees, as well as the designs supporting the Browns embossed
upon our gelatin.
At first, I simply didn't under
stand the significance of these geHEATH STEVENS,
latinous advertisements, little 'Go
REPRESENTATIVE OF
Dawgs emblems and a big
WOMEN'S ISSUES HOUSE
whipped cream number 19 with a
heart around it; but after several
days of this activity and many deploying groups of people and outside world.
consultations with friends and asusing preplanned strategies in orFootball is, in fact, part of a
long-tersociates, I began to understand, alto
der act on a set,
goal kind of American dream time in
though I was no less mystified as by means of a series of more which the head of the household,
inevitably a white male, sits down
to why it was occurring. After short-teroriented operations.
putting more thought into the
Professional football also seems on a Sunday afternoon to a time
meaning of this occurence, howevto be both a great supporter as when his home is really his castle;
er, I am not at all convinced that it well as, in some cases, a substihe has the little woman get him a
is completely a good thing.
tute for many traditional American beer and make those damn kids
To fully understand the meaning values. Football has taken on, in shut up for once and maybe makes
oi ims eveni, i minx uiai u will the last 20 years in any case, the some popcorn and settles down for
first be neccessary to take a look function of providing the Amerithe only time that is really his
own a man's time maybe with
can public with an alternative veinto the symbolic meaning of pronue in which to express feelings a few buddies over as they shout at
fessional football.
To begin with, certainly football of support and love for an oreani- - the television and have a boister--

Ms. Conceptions

.

m

m

Interested in working for
The Wooster Voice?
We are interested in help with writing,
advertising, layout and copy.

If interested, please contact the

Voice

office, extension 2598, campus box 3187.

Toyota Quality Service
OIL CHANGE WITH FILTER
Includes up to 5 quarts of oil and filter

Complete

check of all belts,

under-the-hoo- d

hoses and fluid levels.

$14.77
off all

15

parts and labor

With Coupon and College ID

Good through March 30, 1990
Call for appointment

345-675-

Toyota
264-111-

3

2

Performance

V.W.

Performance

Pontiac, Oldsmobile, GMC Truck

TOYOTA

Hove what you dofor me?

Director of

Security
Keith
James

will be available in Lowry

Center the week of January
29 to meet with any member of the campus community who would like to dis
cuss concerns or make suggestions about the security
Although
of the campus.
James has always main
tained an open door policy,
this special effort is to encourage communication between the security department and the campus

For these drop in ses
sions, James win oe locat-

ous good time until the game is
over and the real world of jobs,
family and kids seeps back into his
consciousness.
So, when you really consider the

concept of football, realize that it
is creating needs for violence in order to vent frustration (because, remember, in a consumer society
such as ours, needs are created by
mass media more than they are
ever particuarly felt in any other
sense), as well as building and.
supporting a myth of chauvinism
in which activities in the male
realm are equated both with violence and politics (support and
maintenance of societal ideals and
groups). All of these are realms
from which women have traditionally been, and, through the metaphor of football, continue to be,
excluded. To sum things up, I'm
not at this point completely sure
what my point for this analysis
was except to express my mystification about Food Service's use of
our meals as a slate for messages
which may or may not have content which does a sort of symbolic
violence to those who must witness them. Perhaps you will all
give more thought to the meaning
of the next gelatin you eat

r

One
Hot
Deal
Get

X:
1

2 Topping Pizza

for only
$5.0&
.

v

.

i.

Additional toppings are $.99
Offer expires Jan. 31
We no longer accept
personal checks
--

,

423 E. Liberty,. n
'
.

Check Cashing Application

1
)

!

I NAME:

SECURITY

:

DRIVERS LICENSE:
COLLEGE ADDRESS:

COLLEGE PHONE:
HOME ADDRESS:
HOME PHONE :
,1 BANK INSTITUTION:
CHECKING ACCOUNT
I MAJOR

V

:

CREDIT CARD:

ACCCOUNT:

.PARENT NAME:
mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

1

264-980- 0

Dominos Pizza

I SOCIAL

i

10"

1

mm

ALLOW 2 WEEKS PROCESSING.
DOMINO'S PIZZA EMPLOYEES WILL HAVE AN

APPROVAL LISTING WITH NAMES AND CARD NUMBERS.

ed in room 118 between 1
and 4 p.m., Mon., Tues.,

and Thurs. of next week.
On Wed. he will be there
from 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.,
and on Fri., he will be
there between 2 and 4 p.m.

i

Please return this application to:
423 E. Liberty Street
You will receive an authorization card.
Please allow 2 weeks processing time.

I
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Mac attack: The pros and cons of a Mac school
Resting my notebook on Mac's next day, I discovered that I had
head, I got ready to write. Unbecontracted computer AIDS. Fortuknownst to me, I had blocked his nately, there was a cure. From
ventilation pipes. Within an hour, that day on, I just said "no" to
Mac was winded. Like a trodden-o- n computer sex.
Everyone has a horror story to
mule, he collapsed, cursing at
me under his breath.
tell. My stories are not unusual. I
"Alright!" he said tri- umphantly before he
died. "See if you can
finish your paper now!"
And then he just stopped
SJ-.-breathing.
I was shocked. I was
hurt. However, my
emotional reaction was DAVE COOGAN
ephemeral at best. I had
lost my whole paper. I
was more angry than anything knew a senior who lost his I.S.
when his discs were buzzed at an
else. Blood boiling, I popped
my Black Sabbath tape into my airport security terminal. Others
box, slapped on the headphones have lost entire evenings of work
because of "system errors" or powand then gingerly banged my head.
It's hard to vent your frustration er outages. Sometimes I think
in the middle of the night when
computers are more of a burden
then a blessing.
your roomate is asleep.
Why can't things be safe, perfect,
That was my prologue to misery. This year things got a little and worry free? Why do computers
more serious. One night I got a die on you? Why can't you just
fool around without the fear of viTittle slap happy so I went to the
ruses hanging over you head?
computer center to fool around.
No big deal, so I thought. The

On My

Mind

---

-

'

A

My childish demand that computers work all the time, no matter
what, is very telling. I easily forget that computers are not an autonomous species of life. Rather,
they are tools that have been created by our species. So of course
they aren't perfect What it
boils down to is computers
are stupid because people
are stupid. Mac is not human, yet I want him (or
her, I suppose) to be infal- lible.
My fantasy is not only
that Mac would be infallible, but that over the years,
"
he would get to know me
and care for me, like a faithful dog.
Eventually Mac would become
me and I would become Mac.
Anything to minimize the labors

J

of my mind!
Mac wouldn't let me print anything out unless it was "good". Mac
would tell me when I was deviating from my original thesis. Ultimately, Mac would turn himself

on and write all my Voice columns because he would know better than I would what was really
on my mind.
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Shull: Avenues for a
positive outlook
continued from page 12
kind of music. Get some kind of
exercise which you enjoy. The
key to recovery lies in pulling
yourself out of your rut, giving
yourself something new to look
forward to.

If none of the above work, hold

A word of caution. The winter
blahs need to be differentiated from

depression, a condition with some

of the same symtoms, but which
is much moire serious and may require professional evaluation and
treatment If the blahs don't lift in
a short time, you may want to talk
with someone about your feelings.

on spring works wonders!

Entries needed for ISA Magazine
(Poetry, Articles, Features, Pictures.Recipes)
Due by Feb. 1 to box 1644
Grammy-Awar- d

Nominee

Larry Long
Folksinger and Social Activist
Concert and Reception
Tuesday January 30, 7:30 pm
Mackey Hall

.j .

(Westminster Church House)

Heitger enjoys talking with
students at Mom's
TOM TURRIFF
Staff Writer
Many Wooster students who like
to study in a comfortable atmosphere where they can at the same
i
time get a cup of coffee or a
cheeseburger often go to Mom's
Truckstop. Many of these students are familiar with the bright
smiling face of Joyce Heitger.
Joyce works behind the counter at
the college's snack bar every week
day from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. She
always has a nice word to say to
brighten a bad day and she knows
the names of nearly all of her regular customers. Joyce has worked
in Mom's for the past ten years in
varying shifts, though she has
spent most of her time in the early
shift where she currently works.
When asked why she likes her
job so much, she responded, "I enjoy working with Frieda and Baw; Joyce Heitger
working together as a team makes (Photo by Mike Pepper)
the work a lot easier." She really
.

--

.

.

feels that teamwork is the key to
her enjoyment of her job. She
and her fellow workers even carry
their camaraderie outside of the
grill and into their family lives.
Joyce leaves two of her children
with Baw's mother every day while
she is at the job. This helps to
strengthen the feeling of unity between the
Outside of her work, Joyce has a
full and busy schedule at home.
She and her husband, John, have
been married for seven years, and
have three children: Craig, four;
Eddie, 18 months; and Anton who
is six years old and attends St.
Mary's School. Joyce is very familiar with the Wooster area, as
she grew up 14 miles north of the
city and also presently resides just
outside of the city limits.
"Joyce is great! She is the first
smiling face you see every day,"
says Amy Geckler, a regular at
Mom's.
co-worke-

rs.

SAFEWALKWILL
DISCONTINUE ITS
SERVICES AFTER
THURSDAY,
JANUARY 25.
SECURITY WILL
CONTINUE TO
PROVIDE ESCORTS.

CALL 259.

REMEMBER:
DON'T WALK

ALONE!

Sports
Important campus issues around the country
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This semester's grads will find
competitive job market
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
Spring graduates will face a
tight, competitive job market,
most observers agree.
"Things have been slower this
year," observed Peg Hal lam, career
placement director at Jacksonville
University in Florida. "We have
noticed a decided decline in hiring
in the
(October-through-Decemb-

er)

quarter."

j

Smoking levels on campuses are down,
but chewing tobacco usage Is up

Recruiters visiting campuses,
moreover, are being more selective
than in the past. "We've had a lot
of contacts by employers, but hiring is a different story," reported
Sheetz.
survHallam.
Jacksonville's
Of the six regions Sheetz
"You have to have the right deeyed, the best place to look for
gree and the right experience or
jobs will be in the Southwest.
folthey won't hire you," said Cindy
Next best is the Northeast,
lowed by the Southeast, North-Centr- Goebel, a fall graduate of St.
Cloud State who majored in apand Northwest states.
, Employers said they'd offer plied sociology. "There's just so
; 1989-9- 0
bachelor's degree graduate much competition out there. They
average starting salaries of can pick anyone they want."
"There's a tremendous amount of
$25,256, a 3.3 percent jump from
last year's average, Michigan competition," concurred Jacksonville senior David Flesher, noting
State's study found.
that a recruiter often interviews 10
For MBA grads, the average exin 30 minutes.
candidates
pected salary is $39,840, a 3.1
University in IndiaPurdue
At
percent increase. Companies also
27,000 on campus
na,
where
about
promised $33,740 for master's dewere
conducted last
interviews
grees, up 3.3 percent, and $37,1 1 1
bookings are
year,
number
of
the
for doctoral degree graduates.
same pace as
'
running
about
the
at
The relatively small salary rises
direcservices
year,
career
said
last
and limp job opportunities seem
Stewart.
Richard
tor
to stem from an attitude change
Stewart, though, is guarded
from 88-8- 9 when employers, worabout predicting a banner, year.
ried there wouldn't be enough grads
to hire in the future, scrambled to "I'm a little cautious that the market might be softening."
get the best prospects.
"I don't see some of the big
This year, many of the biggest
players like IBM being as aggresfirms are cutting back.
For example IBM, always one of sive, but it's hard to tell what efthe most active recruiters of new fect that has," he said.
At San Diego State University,
grads, on Dec. 5 announced it
rehas been just so-srecruitment
would reduce its U.S. workforce
Gumbiner,
director
of
Judith
ported
by 10,000 employees and
as
fall
wasn't
services.
"The
career
"severely limit" hiring in 1990,
said spokeswoman Collette Abis-s- i. active as others have been, but the
spring should be more active."
"We will maintain a presence
Jacksonville's Flesher, who's
on campus, but we really are libeen on the job trail since Octomiting hiring."
"If a decline in business becomes ber, tried to remain confident
"I'm not worried about finding a
pronounced and widespread, there
job per se, but I'm worried about
will be an immediate and sudden
drop in job opportunities for col- - l finding a job I want"
since 1988-8"It's going to be a big game of
musical chairs, and somebody is
surely going to lose out," said

there."

job
In contrast to the
hunting season, when students at
some schools reported fielding
multiple offers, two major annual
surveys of grads' job prospects this
year present much more sober pic1988-8- 9

tures.

Michigan State University,

which asked 479 key corporations
and employers about their nationwide college grad hiring plans,
found the companies foresee making 13.3 percent fewer job offers
to students this year.
It's "a decidedly mixed outlook,"
agreed Victor Lindquist, author of
Northwestern University's
Report, the other
major annual measure of student
job prospects.
Michigan State survey director
Patrick Sheetz said companies cited a gloomy view of business conditions in 1990, mergers and buyouts, increased global competition
and slow turnover of current employees as the reasons they have
had to cut back their hiring plans lege graduates," Lindquist warned.
Lind-quist-Endic- ott

o,

,

.

Perspectives on volunteering, role play, lecture
and slides by Wooster alums: Kathleen Smythe
(88 (Kenya, Harvard World Teach) and
John Fanselow ('87, Cameroon, Peace Corps)
Lean Lecture Hall,
7:30 p.m., this Sunday

Elbert Glower, director of the
Center for Tobacco Studies at
Penn State and head of the study,
said he was surprised to find a high
number of students who use

studies have found.
A Centers for Disease Control

(CDC) survey of about 20.000
people found that
people, who also tend to be of a
lower social and economic status,
are more likely to be smokers than
high school grads or people with
at least some college credits.
"There has been progress in reducing cigarette smoking, but the
, study shows most of the progress
is limited to the
said Dr. Luis Escobedo of the Atlaless-educat-

:

well-educate-

nta-based

smokeless tobacco.

,

Of the 5,894 college students
surveyed, 22 percent of the men

ed

d,"

CDC

chew tobacco while only 13 percent said they smoke. Of the
women surveyed, 2 percent said
they chewed, and 16 percent said

i

,

they smoked.
,

"People see smokeless tobacco
as a safe alternative to smoking.
The very first hazard people think
of with smoking is lung cancer,"
Glower said.

Among the 1
However, a 1986 surgeon genersurveyed, 41 percent of the people al's report said smokeless tobacco
who didn't graduate from high causes cavities, gum disease and
school were smokers.
oral cancer. It is also believed to
By comparison, 34 percent of be as addictive as cigarettes.
the high school grads smoked, and
Glower fears an epidemic of oral
only 19 percent of the people who cancer, a disease that typically
had more than a high school educadoesn't become evident until its
tion smoked.
s,
victims are in their
Yet tobacco remains a campus will erupt in a decade or two when
staple. Separately, a Pennsylvania the current generation of chewers
State University study found that moves into late middle age.
one in five college men use chew- 8-to-34-ye-

ar-olds

mid-fiftie-

V

One fifth of college women are
victims of rape or attempted rape
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

a woman dates
and the more
these men drink the more likely
she is to be attacked, her study

Nearly one in five women are
forced to have sex or are victims of

suggested.

attempted rape while, going to college in New York, Cornell University researcher Andrea Parrot has

with national figures.
In a 1987 survey of 6,000

found.
She released her findings --- based

Should I Go To Africa?

smoke.

College-educate- d
people are less
likely to smoke, but college men
are using chewing tobacco more
than they used to, two separate

al

--

ing tobacco, almost double the
number of college men who

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

9.

.

So have students. "It's kind of
disappointing," said Mike Farrand,
a Sl Cloud (Minn.) State University senior who will graduate in
March with a marketing degree.
"There's not a whole lot out

Page 17

on a survey of officials and 215
students at 15 New York colleges -- at the end of October during an
Albany conference on sexual assault. Survey results involving 30
colleges and 1,000 students will be
available in December, she said.
Parrot also discovered the assailants most likely are men who live
in same-se- x
dorms or fraternities,
and have "macho" attitudes that devalue women.
It's tougher to classify the victims, she said. But the more men

Parrot's figures are consistent
stu-

dents on 32 campuses, one in six
female students reported being the
victim of rape or attempted rape in
the preceding year. Most women
knew the assailant. In the same
study, one of every 15 men said he
had committed rape or had attempted rape in the same period.
"By and large, universities are
giving us a much lower report
rate," Parrot said. Ignoring that
rape is a problem is "a common
response" among administrators,
she added. "Every institution has a
problem."

Sports
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Intramural hockey
resumes action

Dudley shines in indoor track opener
morrow at the NCAC relays.
Another highlight for the Scots
was sophomore Mark Marando's
Senior Gary Dudley completely win in the long jump. Jumping
outclassed his competition last 201", Marando had his takeoff
steps down right and showed a
Friday night at the first indoor
effort for being on the
competitive
track meet of the season, held at
Ohio Wesleyan University. He: runway for the first time this
n
year. First-yestudent Peter
vaulted 13'6" in the pole vault
also captured a win for the
event, winning by over three feet
higher than his nearest competitor. men's team, jumping 34'4" in the
"He's a little stronger and he's triple jump.
In the running events, first-yegot a little more confidence," said
student Joel McBurney sprinted
assistant track coach Gordon Colstraight to second place in the 600
lins.
yard run and stayed there till the
The Wooster men finished second to Ohio Wesleyan and ahead of end, holding off the challenging
Jason Hudson.
finish of first-yeWjttenburg while the women finished third behind Ohio Wesleyan McBurney ran 1:17.5 minutes
while Hudson came across the line
and i oledo University.
"We went into the meet to work in 1:19.1 minutes.
In the 60 yard dash, senior Terry
on the skill events like shotput,
Miller
took third place, covering
the jumping events and pole
in 6.8 seconds. Sophdistance
the
vault," said head coach Dennis
Bower and senior Keomore
Dave
Rice. "People ran off events, not
vin
a third and fourth
Hicks
earned
theirregular ones, and we focused
place
in
440
yard
the
dash. They
on putting the relays together."
ran
55
.5 seconds,
55
seconds
and
3
The distance runners did not comrespectively.
pete but will return to action to

For the final event of the evening, the mile relay, the Wooster
men captured second place, losing
by only 110 of a second. Junior
Scott Erholm, McBurney, first-yeThomas Jackson and Hudson
made up the relay.
On the women's side, the select
few who competed all put in very
good efforts and stayed competitive
with the other teams. Senior Kris
Mushett threw 33'9" in the shot-pevent, taking fourth place.
The 800 yard relay, consisting of
Jennifer Johnson, Tanya Whitsett,
Sable Olindo, and Tashiek Alston
took second place.
"The relay shows potential for
improvement," commented Coach
Rice. "Once conditioning and
handoffs come together, well be
competitive later in the season."
Junior Jane Major also put in a
good effort in her race, the 600

SHADE WHITESEL
Assistant Sports Editor

ar

Hou-riga-

ar

.

ar

yard run.

The Scots return to action tomorrow, when all nine teams in
the conference compete in the
NCAC relays.

Scots rebound with win over Case
game with 12 points, four rebs,
and three assists.
Jim Tank' Roeder
came off the bench for five points
and seven boards, a career high, to
d
lift underneath
give a
the
to help the Scots
Tigers.
Even though the Scots lost this
head coach Steve
game, third-yehelped the
game
Moore said the
confidence of the team and it was
great to rise to the occasion and
play well after the Allegheny
game.
After Wittenberg the Scots returned home for a battle with
Case. The surprising Spartans
d
by the
were not to be
a 4
with
away
ran
Scots as they
was
not
victory in a game that
that close.
Two plays in the first half set
the tone for the game. First Southerland got the ball on the wing and
went up for a dunk. He was fouled
and the shot evolved into sort of a
or a dink (Erich Riebe
hard lay-uterm). The power move showed
the Spartans that Wooster was going to take it right at them.
The second was Aukamp taking
charge inside. He grabbed three
straight offensive rebounds and
eventually scored. Stan was the
man this night and Case could not
Co-Capt-

Life in the NCAC is not always
easy, and Wooster had a tough road
trip this week. They first lost at
Allegheny last week and then traveled to Springfield, Ohio, to battle
the number one team in the nation. Wooster lost 60-5- 4 in a close
game!

t Springfield, the Scots ran
into an image of themselves: Wittenberg. They have a good defense
and a controlled offense with a lot
of weapons. Wooster found themselves down by only six points at
halftime, even though they shot
horribly, only 28 from the field.
But the Scots would not roll over
easy and battled Witt point for
point in the second half, shooting
56 in the second stanza. But the
effort came a little short as Wittenberg held the six point halftime
lead for the win.
Individually, Tim Southerland
continued his fine play. He led
Wooster in scoring with 16 points
and had a fine effort on defense,
holding Funderburg to 1 1 shooting. Stan 'the Man' Aukamp led
Wooster in rebounding, putting in
4--

11

points and holding

Ail-Americ- an

Baldridge to just 11.
Erich Riebe also played a solid

ain

much-neede-

out-rebou- nd

ar

over-looke-

85-7-

p,

Once again. College of Wooster
students have organized a club
hockey team. Under the guidance
of senior Jim Millican, this year's
team has the potential to win
games. The first actual game was
last Saturday against Baldwin Wallace College at the Oberlin rink.
Although Wooster only brought
seven players, they managed a respectable game.
The final score was 10-- in favor of Baldwin Wallace, but

ut

ar

CJ MITCHELL
Staff Writer

TOM STEFANK
Staff Writer

i

stop him. He scored 22 points
with a career high in field goals,
made 12 rebounds, a career-hig- h
four assists, and four blocked
shots.
Mark Stanley also had a good
game shaking his slump for 20
points on
shooting. Souther-lan-d
continued his fine play with
8-- 14

14

points, including a
and seven

three-point- er

re-

hard-foue- ht

5,

Wooster goalie Dan Perrius made
some outstanding saves. Jim Millican scored two goals, a recruited
Oberlin player scored two, and
Tom Stefanik scored the final one.
Other fine efforts were put in by
Steve Boardman, Karl Crandall,
and Paul Ruggles.
This weekend, the team travels
to Oberlin to battle the Kenyon
Lords at 2 p.m. Anyone who is interested in playing, regardless of
ability, should contact Jim MilliFans are encourcan at
aged to come out and enjoy some
exciting Wooster hockey.
ext-300- 8.

.

Sports Briefs
Sports Briefs ore compiled by Paul Jacobus. Sports Editor.

HOT HOOPSTERS: Superstar Erich Riebe scored a career high 31
points last week against Allegheny including his seven three pointers
which set a new school record He continues to lead the Fighting Scots
in scoring (16.4 pts. per game) and assists (4.3 per game)....Riebe's
backcourt mate, Mark Stanley, has been on the mark as well with 12.3
points and 3.6 assists per game....Sophomore point guard Christy Evans
can't be any more balanced by averaging nine points, four assists, and
five rebounds per game.. ..Her classmate, Coretta Jones, has been the
Lady Scot's unsung hero by leading the team in steals (37) and three-poishooting
nt

(5-22)- ....

FAMILY AFFAIR: Several sibling combinations have added to the
character of Wooster basketball this season.... The Crawl sisters, LaW-and- a
and LaSonya, have provided the one-tw- o

punch for the Lady Scots

by combining for an average of 21 points and 14 rebounds per
game Stan Aukamp, who has lead the men's team in rebounding 12
out of the team's 17 games this season, is joined on the Lady Scots by
his sister. Amy, who transferred from Cleveland State.. ..She leads the
team in scoring (13.1 ppg.) and rebounding (8.9 rpg.)..

bounds. Stanley's court mate
Riebe also played well, scoring
only eight, but he handed out a career high 11 assists and grabbed
seven boards. Senior
Matt Hiestand also had a good day
under the boards with nine off the
glass with seven points and four
assists.
Despite the tough two losses the
Scots are still in good shape. They
are second in the NCAC North Division and they lead the NCAC in
three-poishooting. They are second in both defensive categories
and tied for first in free throw
shooting.
Both Aukamp and Riebe are in
the top 15 in the NCAC in scoring and in the top ten in FG pet
Aukamp is fourth in the league in
rebounding and Matt Hiestand is
eighth. Aukamp is second in
Co-Capta-

in

THEY'RE NOT THE ONLY ONES: Wooster is not the only

in-

stitution in the North Coast Athletic Conference with strong family ties
in aThletics....Matt and Jeanie Alcorn, of Kenyon and Allegheny, respectively, will have the pleasure of matching jump shots against each other But swimming takes the cake....The most notable, Allegheny College, boasts the combination of brothers Lloyd and Scott Davidson while
their coach, Tom Erdos, will be coaching his son, Tom, for the next
four years Dension captain PJ. Schaner can compare success stories
with sister Michelle at Allegheny, both of whom are national
Ferguson brothers, featuring national qualifier Brent and
Tadd, have made a wake for the powerhouse Lords while we
can't forget Erika and Chris tiane Nelson of Oberlin....
qualifi-ers....Kenyo-

All-NCA-

n's

C

nt

CLOSE, BUT NO CIGAR: Last Saturday's matchup with the Wittenberg Tigers was monumental for Fighting Scot coach Steve
Moore... A 1974 Wittenberg graduate, Moore spent five years as an assistant coach for the Tigers and Saturday's unfortunate 60-5- 4 loss was
Moore's first encounter against his alma mater....

MORE TIGER TALK: Wittenberg has their eyes set on dual championships this season and they just might succeed....After Saturday's
games, the men's team was 16-- 0 and ranked 1 in Division III while the
women's team has faired just as well at 14---

0.

see

B-ba-

ll:
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Sports
What to look for in a hero
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Everyone has a hero. When I
A hero is also inspiring. He
played Little League baseball, Cinpushes you to do better, to concencinnati Red Hall of Famer Joe trate more and focus on your
Morgan was mine. Heroes in dream. Keteyian was that and more.
sports are not uncommon. Kirby I now have a hero.
Puckett and Michael Jordan are he
Anyone who knows me knows
roes. It is inevitable that if you are that I absolutely love sports. I live
a professional athlete,
you are bound to be a
hero to those younger.
As a sports writer
journalist, I have found
my hero. He is Arm en
Keteyian, a former investigative reporter for
V
Sports Illustrated . He C.J. MITCHELL
was the NBC reporter at
the Olympic swimming
venue in Seoul, Korea and he is and breathe sports, I soak up everynow an investigative reporter for thing I read, hear, or see.
ABC News. He is young and
I have always entertained the
ing up. Most importantly he just
of taking my fanatic interest
'
loves sports.
in sports and pursuing a career in
First let's define hero. In my sports media. But I was nervous,
mind it is someone you want to be saying, "It is a hard field to break
like. Basketball players want to into."
play like Micheal Jordan, for exArmen Keteyian told me and
ample.
showed me that my dream can
Admiration is also a part of havcome true. He has inspired me.
ing a hero: admiring past accomA dream for a basketball player is
plishments, perserverence and the the NBA, for a football played it is
quality of the person themselves. the NFL, and for sports journalists
That is why it hurts so much it is Sports Illustrated. Armen Kewhen a "hero' is busted for drugs. It teyian achieved that goal and more
wrecks the character of the person. amazing things.
He broke controversial stories
It becomes a blemish, a black
mark on a person who had previsuch as the Tulane point shaving
ously been perfect.
scandal and the Memphis State

So The

Way I
See It

1!

in Indianapolis invitational

head coach Dana Kirk story. He
has investigated Don King, Tom
Osborne and Nebraska football, the
Edmonton Oilers and college basketball.
Talking to him was an experi- -

Wittenberg with 199.5, 179, and
141 points, respectively.
The men also had some very impressive
performances. Senior Jeff
This past weekend, the swim
won
Burt
the 100 backstroke, and
team travelled to Indianapolis for
one from Bryant Gumbel an invitational meet The other placed second in the 200 back and
and Bob Costas to Joe teams present were U. of Indianap- fifth in the 200 individual medley.
olis, Vincennes, Wittenberg, In the mile freestyle, Tom Hunger-for- d
Montana.
finished first, and also qualiOne of the more amazing Evansville, Depauw, Transylvania,
for
nationals. Ted Friedman
fied
WaNorthern,
Ohio
Morchead,
and
things about him was that
'
Vereb finished sixth and
Brian
and
bash
Rose
and
Hulman,
only
who
he was just like you and
seventh
just
behind Hungerford.
mens
had
teams.
me, a big sports fan, a kid
free, Vereb placed
In
500
the
women's
Top
performances were
in a candy store. He likes
- Hungerford
whilefinished
third
the 49ers. he thinks base- turned in by Kelly Allen, Kathy
relay
fourth.
free
team fi200
The
Laurball players deserve their Behringer, Sara Shumar, and
mednished
200
while
second,
the
high salaries and believes. en YonL Allen placed second in
fimen
placed
third.
ley
relay
The
SO
freestyle and fourth in the
like me, that college athletes the
Wafifth
behind
overall
should be compensated for all the 100 free. Behringer placed third in nished
time they give while representing the SO free and fourth in both the bash, U. of Indianapolis. Transylvania, and Vincennes with 205,
the school playing football, bas- 100 and 200 butterfly events. Shumar finished third in the 100 157, 116. and 112 points.
ketball, swimming or whatever.
This weekend,; ihe team will
while Yont finished
breaststroke,
Armen Keteyian is not famous
10 Wittenberg for an importravel
fifth.
and I don't know if he ever will be,
ficonference
dual meet. The
tant
In
200
the
breaststroke,
Yont
A hero doesn't have to be famous .
their unhope
continue
women
to
nished
fourth
Shumar
finished
and
I remember in third grade when the
gcori
while the
confidence
defeated
200
fifth.
medley
The
relay
team
teacher asked for our heroes. I said
The
1
record.
their
improve
men
conin
finished
third
the
place.
At
Joe Morgan and about half of the
easier
time
an
men
have
should
elusion
meet,
women
the
the
of
other people said their father or
mother. So Keteyian does, not have were in fourth place with lp7 than the womeru whowere just
TOM STEFANIK
Staff Writer

S

('Xl!i
pos-sibli- ty

toelanfauV

Iuck, and

Thit&l

wisThhV aVthe

if he wants fame, I hope

U.

he gets it. I also hope that his
spiration may take me to some of
the places where he has gone.

ATTENTION:

T-187- 61

EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY!

Assemble products at home. Details (1)

Ext.

602-838-88- 85

NASSAU

W-187- 61

SGA NEEDS YOU!
Are you interested in
these positions?:
Companion Program

Coordinator

Pot Pourri Editor
Editor of the Baby Book
Applications available at
Lowry Front Desk.

PARADISE ISLAND, CANCUN, MEXICO

R.T.air, R.T transfers, 7 nights hotel, cruise,
beach parties, free lunch, free admissions, hotel
taxes & more. Organize small group earn FREE
For more information call toll free (800)
or in Ct (800)522-628-

TRIP.

344-836-

Tournament

0

This Wednesday
Scot Lanes
7 p.m.-- ?

Only 32 spots open
Sign-up- s
begin
Sunday at 1 p.m.
at Scot Lanes

Is vour fraternity.
4 AAA A A
sorority or club interested in earning i,uuu.uu
marKeung proieci.'
for a
and hard working.
You must be
(800)
Call Val or Myra at
Best Fundraisers On Camnus!
b

one-wee- k,

on-camp-

us

well-organiz- ed

592-212- 1.

New England Summer Jobs!
8-1-

6.

Winner-$2-

Runner

YMCA Camp

Jewell, Connecticut's finest resident camp.
"Memories to last a lifetime" working with
Swimming, sailing,
children ages

dftftfti 0&&ffii&&&05fpo- lis.
'

.

.

i.

v

,

--

.

WOOSTER BASKETBALL STANDINGS

Wooster
Case Western
Allegheny
Oberlin

MEN

NCAC
W
L
Pet
2
2
.500
3
.750
1
3
.750
1
.200
4

'

Overall

W

L
7

'

10
8

.1

'

'-

J--

4

South Division

NCAC
W
L
Pet
Wittenberg
0 1.000
6
1
OhioWesleyan 4
.800
1
3
Dcnison
.250
1
Kenyon
4
.200
Earlham
5
0
.000

8

12
--

6
13

Pet

.588
.500
.667
.235

Overall

W

,17
11
9
4
5

L
0
6

Pet

1.000
.647
7
.563
12 .250
12
.294

8-B- aIl

6.

a

t

"4

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32,000yr income potential. Details, (1)

Ext.

&Vfe

of Indianapolis, Vincennes, and

in- -

CLASSIFIEDS
85

4

3--

North Division

602-838-88-

r t.

4
up-$- 8

Must have COW I.D.
and $3 to register
.

WOMEN

North Division

Wooster
Case Western
Allegheny
Oberlin

NCAC
Pet.
W
L
1
3
.750
2
.500
2
1
3
.750
3
2
.400

South Division

W
Wittenberg

6

OhioWesleyan 3
Denison
0
Kenyon
2
Earlham

0

NCAC
L
0
2
3
3

5

Overall

W

L

11

5
12

3
8

5

7
10

Pet

.688
.200
.533
.333

Overall

Pet

1.000
.600
.000
.400
.000

W

L

16
10

0

1

3
--

0

Pet

1.000
5
.667
9
.100
9
.250
12
.000

U
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Evans is integral part
join track staff
Adair
and
James
of Lady Scots' success
SHADE WHi lEiLL
Assistant Sports Editor

In the States, she ran four years
at Washington State University

The spring track season promises to be full of new faces and great
talent. Along with coach Dennis
Rice, who is starting his first season as head coach, two new assistant coaches have been added to the
staff. Laura James and Jeff Adair
take care of the sprinting events,
while Rice attends to the distance.
James originally hails from Trinidad and started running at the early age of nine. Running mainly
the short sprints, from the 60 meter to the 400 meter race, she made
the National Team at the age of
twelve years and ran in the 1972
Olympics in Germany.

ation camps. James is not new to
the coaching scene; she has
coached for seven years at various
track clubs and at a high school in
Washington.
"Coaching was always one of
my goals," says James. About
Wooster, she says with a smile,
"It's a beautiful place" (it rains
even more in Washington).
A four year letterwinner in track
at Oklahoma State University, Jeff
Adair ran the quarter mile and the
intermediate hurdles, his specialies
in coaching at Wooster. A double
major in geography and sociology,
Adair was named to me Big 8 Aca

SHADE WHITES EL
Assistant Sports Editor
Vj

Last year sophmore Christy
Y- -

Evans proved herself to be an
gral part of the College of Wooster
women's basketball program, helr-inthe team to their most successThis
ful season since 1984-8year proves to be even better as the
Scots take win after win, compiling a 12-- 5 record thus far into the
inte-

g

-

.

.

5.

year.

Evans started playing organized
basketball in seventh grade, after
several years of her father taking '
her to the gym. Playing all
through junior high and at Ridge-woo- d
High School, Evans captured
the Player of the Year Award in
Ohio's District 5 and made
Honorable Mention.
The combination of academics
and basketball first drew her to
Wooster. Juggling chemistry
courses with basketball takes dedication and hard work. But to
Evans this presents no problem.
She says, "I enjoy basketball a lot,
it's an outlet. It's no punishment
to be sentenced here over break."
All-Oh- io

I

L

Christy Evans
(Photo by Mike Pepper)

.

.

Riebe looks promising

Evans enjoys her position as guard
because "I like giving the ball to

B-ba-

everyone."

continued from page 18

As for the team goals for the
season, she says excitedly,"We
want to win it all!" With thg help
of Evans' physical ability and
positive team attitude they might
do just that.

and founded several track and recre-

demic Track Team as well as the
Big 8 Academic Honor Roll
Since his high school dedication
to both football and track, Adair
has managed to combine the two
by serving as assistant coach to
both sports. While studying for
his undergraduate degree, Adair
served as an assistant coach to his
high school football team, which
won the 1986 Oklahoma state
championship. He also served as a
graduate assistant to the football
staff at Miami University of Ohio
while earning his master's degree.
"I'd like to get into the more
business end of sports," says
Adair. But for right now, "I'm
keeping my options open."

ll:

blocked shots. Riebe
in both
assists. I personally
is an NCAC player
three-pointe- rs

also is third
a game and
think Riebe
of the year

This Saturday Wooster goes up
against a tough Kenyon squad that
Coach Moore contends is better
than their record. They boast a
guy 6'8" and 66.5," B J. Kenyon,
a NCAC star, on the front line

and weapons on the outside as
Craig
well, including first-yePalmer. Kenyon is only about an
hour and a half away in Gambier,
Ohio, and it should be an excellent
game.
ar

candidate.

Lady Scots defeated
by Wittenberg
FIORELLA SIMONI
Staff Writer

kamp was fouled out, The final
Wittenberg.
score was 66-6- 4
The leading scorer for Wooster
was Amy Aukamp with 16 points
and 5 rebounds. Coretta Jones followed with 14 points, 5 assists
and 1 steal and then La Sonya
Crawl with 13 points; both of
them had four rebounds each.
But there was a great comeback
on Wednesday night. The Lady
Scots brought home a victory

The loss to Wittenberg last Saturday was one that none of the
Lady Scots basketball team members will forge L Wooster knew
that the game against Wittenberg
was going to be tough, but a fair
game was expected. The lamentable truth was that the game was
not fair. During the last minutes
of the game, the most important against Case Western. This
ones, the referees made unfair calls brought up their record to 12 - 5.
against the Lady Scots and even Wooster had good ball control all
changed a call for a jumpball to a throughout the game. At half time
foul against Wooster. Despite this the score was 33 - 27, and Wooster
inconvenience, the game was very was in the lead.
intense and both teams demonstratThe lady Scots continued to use
ed good qualities.
their skills to gain the victory
At the end of the first half with a score of 73 - 62. During
Wooster was down by 3 points the game La Wanda Crawl set a
new record; she had ten steals.
only, the score being 26 - 29. Excitement in the second half of the Amy Aukamp had the lead with 18
game kept people at the edge of points, followed by La Sonya
Crawl with 17 points and La Waniheir seals most of the time. However, with few minutes left, the da Crawl with 16 points and 1 1 rebounds. Christy Evans lead the asgame was turned over to WittenAuAmy
Key
player
sists with 7.
berg's favor.

1

FRIDAY, JANUARY 26
The Serpent and the Rainbow

DJ.

Night-T- he

7:30 P.M. and 10:00 P.M. Mateer
A.M.
Underground 11:00 P.M.-2:0- 0

SATURDAY, JANUARY 27

Hackey Sack Tournament, Lowry Center Pit, 12:30 P.M.
The Serpent and the Rainbow 7:30 P.M. and 10:00 P.M. Mateer
A.M.
Underground SATTA 10:00 P.M.-2:0- 0
live Band--Th- e

SUNDAY,JANUARY
Classic

28

FilmA Wedding 7:30 P.M. Mateer

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31

Live Comedy

The Underground Joey Kola 10P.M.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1
LECTURE-Soia- r
Sanchez MCGAW CHAPEL, 8:00 P.M.

